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CHANGE OF COMMAND
LIEUTENANT COLONEL BURY TAKES OVER

   Command of The Loyal Edmomon Regiment
 passed from Lieutenant Colonel George Rice to
 Lieutenant Colonel Paul Bury during a parade at
 the Brigadier James Curry Jefferson Armoury on
 Saturday, June 21, 2003. Unseasonably wet weather
 unfortunately forced the ceremony inside.

  The outgoing Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
 Colonel Rice, took over command in April 2001,
 His military service dates back to 1968, with a ten
 year break from which he returned in 1998 to
 resume service with the Regiment. His civilian
 career has been in education, and for the past 11
years he has been Principal ofMcNally High
 School in Ldmonton.

  The incoming Commanding Officer, Lieutenant
Colonel Bury, has served with the Regiment since
 1980, save for a four year break from 1984 to 1988.
He has completed two tours of duty in Bosnia, most
recently as Officer Commanding the Composite

 ______      _______ rnmiM                                 @...@     ..-,.. ,     @@ .,       |\ P'^PT'X7?

Troops from the unit stand ready for system.
inspection.                         The parade

The departing Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colo-
 n@E Oeorge Rice, escorts Colonel-in-Chief The Count-
ess IVIountbatten of Burma inspecting the troops prior
te the actual change of command.
was marked by the presence of the Colonel-in-
Chief of the Regiment, the Countess Mountbatten
of Burma, who served as Reviewing Officer and as
one witness on the Change of Command docu-
ments. Also on the reviewing stand were Her
Honour Lots Hole, Lieutenant Governor of Al-
berta; Honourary Colonel Robert Matheson, the
other witness on the documents and also present to
pass the Queen's and Regimental Colours to the
new Commanding Officer; and the Commander 41
Canadian Brigade Group, Colonel J.G. Milne.
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         H ^ ai/jyWhile Regimental Sergeant Major Keith Mundorf looks
@@@@@s-@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@~@1on, Honourary Colonel Robert Matheson hands the
Lieutenant Colonel Paul Bury signing the documentsQueen's Colour to the incoming Commanding Officer to
by which he assumes command of the unit.symbolize the transition of authority.

  Apart from friends and relatives of current serv-
ing members, the audience included an excellent
turnout of unit veterans and former peacetime
members. The unit is to be commended for the
effort taken to invite these past members, who form

an important part of the Regiment's support con-
stituency within the community.

  The ceremony was followed by receptions in the
unit messes, and a barbeque also unfortunately
forced inside,

Under the baton of the Director of Music, Captain Michael Chute, the regimental band plays a general salute
during the parade.
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ORTONA EXHIBIT OPENS
MUSEUM RECOUNTS KEYNOTE BATTLE IN REGIMENT'S HISTORY

   The Museum's new special exhibit
Ortona - The Canadian Battle - December
J943 opened on November 8, 2003, with
a short opening ceremony followed by a
battle spaghetti dinner and entertainment.

  The exhibit, which occupies the whole
of the Colonel James Riley Stone Gallery,
will remain in place at least until the end
of September, 2004.

  The exhibit uses artefacts in display
cases, and photographs, documents, and
explanatory text on wall boards, to out-
line the miserable week spanning Christ-
mas in 1943 when troops from The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment and other Canadian
Army units prevailed in a vicious battle
to oust German paratroops from the
Italian port town of Ortona.

  Display cabinets in the exhibit feature
many of the weapons used by the infantry
in the tight, as well as souvenirs brought
back from Italy by our troops. One partic-

Edmonton area Member of Parliament Anne McLellan displays
the ribbon cut to open the exhibit as drummer Aaron Gasparik
beats a roll. Michael Stone, son of Colonel James Riley Stone,
beams his approval.

ularly treasured souvenir is a large Italian flag brought back from Ortona by unit veteran Ralph Craven. It
hangs in a cabinet featuring a mannequin dressed as a regimental soldier during the battle, the uniform

       ___________________ and kit being selected and arranged on the mannequin by

\                                     note @^ ^d11^ was tnat umt veteran Rollie Castagner passed
                                           awa-}' ^e P1'^101113 summer, and thus never saw a number of

|               ^^P^fl^^         nls souvenlrsrrom A6 Italian campaign used for the exhibit,

Sal Carrozza entertained guests with a se- Loyal Edmontons began advancing into the town. Some
lection of traditional Italian singing of the explanation of the context of the battle was obviously
sort popular in the Second World War era.   needed, especially given the widespread lack of knowledge in
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Canada about our army's participation in the
Second World War, and particularly the ignorance
of the Italian campaign. One board gave informa-
tion on raising The Edmonton Regiment at the start
of the war, then the three and a half years spent in
Britain preparing to fight. The next board took
viewers into the opening of the Italian campaign
with the invasion of Sicily, again focussing on the
experiences of what was by then called The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment. Subsequent wall boards were
designed to give viewers a sense of progress up the
boot of Italy up to the point in early December
when the tempo of the fighting intensified for the
Canadian troops at the Moro River. The remaining
wall space, about half the gallery, was devoted to
the fighting in Ortona itself.

  About 175 guests paid a modest admission charge

Edmonton area Member of Parliament Peter Goldring
stands with unit veterans Bill Teleske (centre) and
Maurice White behind a small scale copy of a statue of
a Canadian soldier aiding a fallen comrade. Mr. Gold-
ring and his wife loaned the miniature to the exhibit. The
full size statue is in a square in Ortona, near the loca-
tion where a platoon of Loyal Eddies was wiped out in
a mined house. Mr. Goldring was instrumental in rais-
ing funding for the statue.

to attend the gala opening, which began with
guests being entertained by the traditional Italian
music of Sal Carrozza. This was chosen to reflect
the music which actually entertained our wartime
soldiers in their moments of leisure behind the
lines.

  The official ceremony included greetings dictated
by Colonel Stone himself, and read by his son
Michael. Colonel Stone's son and his two daugh-
ters, Shelley Bouska and Victoria Shimmons, made
the opening the occasion of a family reunion.

  A short keynote address was given by Edmon-
ton West MP Anne McLellan, who then cut the
ribbon to formally open the exhibit. Guests were
then able to tour the display, while Sal offered more
of his vocal stylings.

  The rest of the evening consisted of the spaghetti
dinner, with entertainment by The Nightingales, a

@.I.IJL'IJIMAIAHM.H

 ROYAL LEPAGE NORALTA REAL ESTATE
Ph: (780)431-5633 Fax: (780)431-5624 ^^^@1111111111111111111111
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Email: dougdonnelly@royallepage.ca   ^^^@1111111111111111111111
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group of young ladies from Edmonton who perform
songs popular during the Second World War, The
word perform is used advisedly, for their routine
goes beyond simply singing the songs to actually re-
enacting the styles of some of the famed entertain-
ers of that conflict. As a special treat for the audi-
ence, the ladies wrapped up their performance with
the famous D'Day Dodgers and the regimentally
written O'er The Hills Of Sicily. During the inter-
mission curator David Haas gave awards to Bill
Teleske and Mel McPhee in recognition of their
assistance in general to the Museum, and their help
with the Ortona exhibit in particular.

  Throughout the evening there was a silent auc-
tion arranged by former unit member lan Edwards,
which was good fun and brought in some addi-
tional funds. Other funds w^ere realised through the

always stalwart performance of Museum Board
member Terry Allison tending bar.

  The evening closed w^ith a performance by the
regimental band's drumline, a volunteer perfor-
mance initiated by Sergeant Chris Lewis of the
band. Their interest was appreciated.

  It was a particular pleasure for Museum staff to
see a good turnout at the opening by men who had
fought in the battle. The exhibit amounts to a
tribute to them and their fallen comrades. The
final wall board in the display outlined some of the
memorial visits made to Ortona by those who
survived the fighting.

  Overall design of the exhibit was by Museum
curator David Haas. Museum contractor Joanne
White was in charge of arranging the artefacts in
the cabinets, and mounting signage and other
visual displays on the wall boards. Joanne also
supplied much input into the text used throughout
the exhibit.

  Collections Manager Kathleen Haggarty was
involved in suggesting artefacts for inclusion, and

The Nightingales belting out "D-Day Dodgers" towards
the end of an entertaining presentation of songs from
the Second World War.

Guests at the opening included prominent Edmonton
sculptor Danek Mozdzenski and Heritage Community
Foundation Executive Director Adriana Davies, seen
here chatting.
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assisted in some of the cabinet arrangements.
Kathleen also got involved in arrangements for the
opening, including obtaining the loan of a stage.
Museum Board member Tom Reaume was the
overall coordinator of the opening events. Jane
Todd donated some delicious homemade short-
bread to the pre-dinner snacks table. Special
thanks go to unit members Brougham Deegan for
his assistance in arranging the feeding and Dave
Vernon for acting as Master of Ceremonies.

  Funding for the exhibit included a $6,000 grant
from Museums Alberta, and a generous $650
donation from Museum supporters Joanne and
Douglas Zbetnoff. A further $5,000 was obtained
from the Canadian Heritage Information Network
for a virtual version of the exhibit, which will
display eventually on the internet.

Museum President Lee Ahlstrom (kneeling) and Rob-
ert Lucy pose with the drumline. Bob, who was
awarded the Military Cross as an officer in the Royal
Canadian Artillery during the Second World War, had
travelled up from Calgary to attend the opening.
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  Major (Retired)
David Haas, CD, rmc

 EDITORIAL COMMENT
MILITIA - THE NEW PEACEKEEPERS

  A nice thing about the past year is that all of our
troops returned safely from their tour of peacekeeping
duty in Bosnia, where they were part of a formed reserv-
ist company in 1st Battalion PPCLI.

  Reservists have long been an ingredient inCanada's
peacekeeping efforts, and many members of the Regi-
ment have done tours in the former Yugoslavia, particu-
larly in the early days after that country began to break
apart in a surge of ethnic and religious hatred. However,
the practice had been to slot reservists into regular force
units as individual call-outs. The recent mission is the
first occasion on which a specifically reservist group has
been organised.

  It remains to be seen whether this innovation will
mark the beginning of a significant militia presence in
peacekeeping. If so it will help take some of the pressure
off the regular force, whose members get ground down
by the constant cycle of peacekeeping deployment.

  Historically, Canada has had three military cultures.
The oldest is the Militia, the part time soldiers who
parade on a weekly basis then attend courses and
concentrations during the summer. This culture pre-
dates Confederation.

  Our second military culture is the Regular Force, full
time professionals, training more or less constantly and
deployed operationally when necessary. They started
late in the 1870s as a training establishment, then
expanded steadily over the years. In the early days of the
Cold War they expanded to become the dominant part
of Canada's peacetime military. And it was the regulars
who until recently carried out virtually all peacekeeping
duties.

  Our third military culture, and an intermittent one, is
a creature of conflict. This is the active service force,
raised during a war either for fixed terms of enrolment
or "for the duration." The Northwest campaign of 1885
was a short, sharp exercise with the forces raised to
suppress the rebellion soon discharged. In his memoirs I
Remember our regimental founder, Major General
Griesbach, gave a good picture of Canada's active
service troops in the South African war, where he

served as a trooper in the2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles.
But the units went over for one year, something which
embarrassed Canadian contingent commander Lieuten-
ant Colonel (later General) William Otter after he
assured the British commander that his Canucks would
be happy to extend their tour. They wouldn't.

  The military lesson learned was applied to maintain
the massive active service forces of the First and Second
World Wars - volunteers signed up "for the duration."
Shorter enlistments returned with the Korean conflict,
though some of the troops raised for that conflict spent
tw''o years in training before shipping overseas.

  There was another wartime culture, the Second
World War's stay-at-home draftees derisively known as
Zombies. Yet many of the officers and NCOs in Can-
ada's Active Army in the North American Zone were
older volunteers who had already fought for theh-
country in the previous conflict, and now were kept
back from Europe by age rather than lack of will. An
example of the dedicated volunteers who remained at
home was Lieutenant Colonel Harcus Strachan, com-
manding the 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Fusiliers, who
had won the Victoria Cross leading a cavalry charge in
the First World War. And many of the young draftees in
the new conflict did volunteer and go overseas. Some,
like Rollie Castagner who had served in the Fusiliers
under Lieutenant Colonel Strachan, became proud
members of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

  The world left by the collapse of the Soviet Union did
not usher in the stable world of peace we had longed for
through the Cold War. Instead we have an unsettled
planet in which murderous ethnic cauldrons have
boiled over, and aggressive leaders have rolled the steel
dice. Canada's recent involvement in peacekeeping has
stretched our reduced regular force thin. The govern-
ment has shown no inclination to expand the regulars,
nor to introduce some modified form of active service
force recruiting expressly for peacekeeping ventures. If
our country wishes to continue its extensive involve-
ment in peacekeeping, increased reliance on militia may
be the only recourse.
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THE REGIMENTAL FAMILY
  THE LOYAL EDIVIONTON REGIiViENT

Colonel-in-Chief - The Right Honourable the Count-
ess Mountbatten of Burma, CBE, CD, JP, DL
Honourary Colonel - R.S. Matheson, CM, CD, QC
Honourary Lieutenant Colonel - S.A. Mactaggart,
OC, AOE
Commanding Officer - Lieutenant Colonal G.R. Rice,
CD (relinciuished command during year)
- Lieutenant Colonel P.J. Bury, CD (assumed command
during year)

  THE LOYAL EDMONTON REOIIVEENT
                    BAND

AFFILIATED REGIMENT - PRINCESS
   PATRICIA'S CANADIAN LIGHT

_____ INFANTRY

Director of Music - Captain M. Chute, CD

      AFFILIATED CADET CORPS
1712 RCACC Edson     2748 RCACC Fort Srnitl
1809 RCACC Edmonton 2850 RCACC Grande
2638 RCACC Hinton     Prairie
2645 RCACC Vermilion  2890 RCACC Slave LaL
2685 RCACC Whitehorse
(designated as Yukon
Regiment)

  ALLIED REGIMENT - THE QUEEN'S
       LANCASHIRE REGIMENT

2748 RCACC Fort Smith
2850 RCACC Grande
Prairie
2890 RCACC Slave Lake

Regimental Headquarters - Preston, England
1st Battalion - Alma Bairacks, Catterick, Northern
Ireland (Basra, Iraq June - October 2003)
Queen's Lancashire Regiment Companies of The
Lancastrian and Cumbrian Volunteers

   B (Somme) Company - Blackburn and Bury,
England

   D (Waterloo) Company - Preston and Blackpool,
England

Regimental Headquarters - Edmonton, Alberta
1st Battalion - Edmonton, Alberta
2nd Battalion - Winnipeg, Manitoba
3rd Battalion- Edmonton, Alberta

  THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL
EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

          EDMONTON BRANCH
President - Warrant Officer B. Zawalsky, CD

              B.C. BRANCH
Honourary President - Colonel J. Stone, CM, DSO,
MC.CD
President - Major D. Rogers, CD

 THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT
       MUSEUM FOUNDATION

President - Lieutenant Colonel L.E. Ahlstrom, CStJ,
CD.QC

THE HOUSE OF LORDS
A committee of all former commanding officers of the
unit, who also make up the Edmonton Regiment
Associates, an incorporated entity which restricts
membership to former commanding officers.
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Recruits for the newly forming 49th Battalion line up on a snowy Edmonton street in January 1915. Possibly
some who joined in these still early days of the war shared the mental outlook ofAsquith's ardent volunteer.

THE WARRIOR BARD
Herbert Asquith

  When this poem was written in May 1915, the worst of the
slaughter in the numbing trench warfare stalemate of the First
World War still lay ahead. But the fighting was already bringing
unprecedented casualty rates. The "Old Contemptibles" of
Britain's Regular Army had largely been torn apart in the fighting
of the previous fall. From April 22 to May 17, 1915, during the
Second Battle ofYpres, Canada's PPCLHost 700 killed,
wounded, or missing ;'n action, effectively annihilating the
 "Originals" who had joined in Ottawa the previous August.

   The poet was a former President of the Oxford Union, who
became a lawyer in 1907, and was in his early thirties at the start
of the war. Although his work is steeped in the romanticism that
poets largely discarded later in the war, he was no detached
dreamer imagining battle. Herbert Asauith, the son of Britain's

Prime Minister at the time, knew combat. He had. enlisted at the
outset of the war, and was a Captain in the Royal Artillery.

   He captures well the peacetime yearning of some people for a
desperate conflict in which they can measure their n,'orth, putting
in his subject's mind powerful imagery of the Roman legions and
of cavalry charging beneath a colourful banner (or "oriflamme").
In describing the fatal outcome his eager volunteer accepted,
Asc]uith invokes the poirerfu! imagery o^Agincourt, the 1415
battle in which an outnumbered British/orce routed the French,
a triumph liept fresh in British imagination b^ Shakespeare's King
Henry V.

   Asduith survived the war, but an older brother, a Lieutenant in
the Grenadier Guards, went to join the men ofAgincourt at the
Battle of the Somme in mid-1916.

THE VOLUNTEER
Here lies a clerk who half his life had spent
Toiling at ledgers in a city grey,
Thinking that so his days would drift away
With no lance broken in Life's tournament:
Yet ever 'twixt the books and his bright eyes
The gleaming eagles of the legions came,
And horsemen, charging under phantom skies,
Went thundering past beneath the oriflamme.

And now those waiting dreams are satisfied;
From twilight to the halls of dawn he went;
His lance is broken; but he lies content
With that high hour, in which he lived and died.
And falling thus, he wants no recompense,
Who found his battle in the last resort;
Nor needs he any hearse to hear him hence,
Who goes to join the men of Agincourt.

13
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SONGS THE EDDIES SANG
D-DAY DODGERS

  D-Day Dodgers is the most famous
song to come out of the Italian Cam-
paign. The story behind it is an alleged
remark in October 1944 hy Lady
Nancy Astor, originally an American
but the first woman to sit as a member
of the British House of Commons, and
by World War II long a prominent
British politician. She was supposed to
have called the Eighth Army in Italy
(which included the Canadians there)
"D-Day Dodgers," somehoiv implying
that they had stayed in Italy in order to
avoid the "D-Day" invasion of France
in June 1944. Astor later denied
making such a slur, but it was readily
believed of the notoriously sharp
tongued Nancy. Ultimately, the troops
fumed Astor s comment around,
glorying in styling themselves "D-Day

Lady Nancy was one of the few
members of Britain's parliament who
could match or even best the for-
midable Winston Churchill in debate.

Army, then translated into English.
The origin of the words of D-Day
Dodgers is uncertain. An officer in the
51st Highland Division, Hamish
Henderson, a poet and. songwriter, is
commonly credited with having penned
the initial version responding to the
comment, but many other verses were
added as the song quickly became
popular with the troops. Many varia-
tions developed. This version is a
composite. Except for the last verse,
the sung should be sung in a jocular

manner.

  Some points on the text:

* "Skivers' was British slang Jw
shitless layabouts, usi^ally not well

 ,    .    ,      1.     i       1     1(1-^ T-\         IBIIUdUIC V1111151.UII IJIIUIUIIIII 111 UCUC11C.    1       1,1           ;i-        ,

glorymg m styling themselves D-Day                                          dressed, perhaps an olwque reference
Dodgers," Just as the British army at the start of World War   to another purported complaint by Lady Astor, that Eighth
One revelled in Kaiser Wilhelm describing them as a "con-    Army troops looked scruffy.
temptible little army" and started calling themselves the "Old
Contemptibles."                                          @ After the capture of Rome, a large military establishment

  The tune is the famous Lili Marleen, a favourite of the
Afrika Korps in the desert, and picked up by the Eighth

@ After the capture of Rome, a large military establishment
developed there to aid in the administration of the war. A
significant numl>er u'ere Americans. Compared to the troops
on the front line, they lived a life of luxury.

14
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@ The locations named were all scenes of fighting or places
significant in the Allied advance.

@ "Jerry" was the common British and Camdian term
for the Germans.

@ The soldiers in Normandy could get leave in Britain
after six months. This privilege had never been availa-
ble to the troops in Italy.

@ The last verse should be sung more solemnly than the
rest of the song.

Scottish folklorist
Hamish Henderson
is credited with
penning the initial
version of D-Day
Dodgers, which
became much
added-to.

D-DAY DODGERS
 TUNE: LILI MARLEEN

We are the D-Day Dodgers out in Italy
Always on the vino always on the spree
Eighth Army skivers and their tanks
We live in Rome amongst the Yanks
We are the D'Day Dodgers in sunny Italy
We are the D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy

We landed at Salerno a holiday with pay
Jerry brought the band out to greet us on the way
Showed us the sights and gave us tea
We all sang songs the beer was free
To welcome D-Day Dodgers to sunny Italy
To welcome D-Day Dodgers to sunny Italy

Naples and Cassino were taken in our stride
We did not go to fight there we just went for the ride
Anzio and Sangro are just names
We only went to look for dames
The artful D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy
The artful D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy

On our way to Florence we had a lovely time
We drove a bus from Rimini right through the Gothic Line
Then to Bologna we did go
We all went bathing in the Po
We are the D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy
We are the D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy

We hear the boys in France are going home on leave
After six months' service such a shame they're not relieved
We were told to carry a few more years
Because our wives don't shed no tears
We are the D-Day Dodgers in sunny Italy
We are the D'Day Dodgers in sunny Italy

Dear Lady Astor you think you know a lot
Standing on the platform talking tommyrot
You're England's sweetheart and her pride
We think your mouth's too bloody wide
We are the D'Day Dodgers in sunny Italy
We are the D'Day Dodgers in sunny Italy

Look around the mountains in the mud and rain
See the scattered crosses some that have no name
Heartbreak and toil and suffering gone
The boys beneath them slumber on
They are the D-Day Dodgers who stay in Italy
They are the D-Day Dodgers who stay in Italy

15
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  During the Second World War the Canadian Army Training Memorandum was a slicl<, professional monthly
magayne containing a wide assortment of articles dealing with various aspects of training. The publication fre-
quently dealt with recent combat experiences,

  In September, 1944, the CATM re-printed a United States War Department study of the Battle of Ortona
fought the previous December. This article is' re-printed in its entirety below, complete with American spelling/
Some obvious typographical and grammatical errors have been corrected. A few editorial comments have been
inserted in italics.

   The CATM version contained only one photograph, but that was obviously not taken at Ortona as the troops
shown were wearing' summer uniform. We have added some photographs used in the Battle of Ortona display at
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum.

  Many of the references in the 0'rticle are to known incidents involving troops of The Loyal Edmonton Regi-

ment.

ORTONA
(U.S.WarDept.)

  Some of the most bitter street fighting of the war
preceded the capture of Ortona, a town on the
Adriatic coast of Italy, by units of a Canadian
division in December 1943. The lessons learned by
this division in its first participation in large-scale
street fighting are set forth in the account which
follows.

                   THE TOWN
  Ortona, an Italian town of 10,000 people, sits on

a ledge above the Adriatic and astride the coast
road from Termoli to Pescara. It is a port and a vital
communications center, and consec[uently was of
great importance to the Germans. Actually, after the
Germans occupied the town in early October they took
steps to ruin the harbour to deny it to the Allies. The
buildings are of stone or brick, several stories in
height and built close together. The streets, though
narrow, are straighter than in most Italian towns
and divide the buildings into recognizable but
irregular blocks. None of the side streets are wide
enough to permit the passage of tanks. Several large
squares surrounded by the more prominent

Troops from The Loyal Edmonton Regiment move war-
ily into Ortona. Lance Corporal W.D. Smith is carrying
the radio.
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buildings form the center of
the town, and the Citadel,
a solid old relic of feudal
days, occupies the promon-
tory overlooking the har-
bor. One flank of Ortona is
guarded by a deep ravine
and the other by the sea.
Consequently, there was
only one approach to the
town - along a narrow
ridge from the southwest.

  GERMAN TACTICS
  The German troops in

Ortona had been ordered
to defend it to the bitter
end. They were paratroops
- men thoroughly imbued
with the fanatical frenzy of
Nazism and the cream of

Riflemen from the regiment firing at Germans
about a hundred yards away.

one side was of great assis-
tance to him, and he
planned his defense accord-
ingly. The outlying houses
of the town, facing the
attack, presented a strong
line of FDLs which could
withdraw, if necessary,
according to the plan of
the German command.
The "line of least resis-
tance" would lead to the
selected "killing ground" -
the central town square
and the main street.

  The main defensive
position was to be the
northern half of the town
covering the west exit
along the coast road. The
approaches to both out-

 the German Army in Italy. They were fresh and, by posts and the main defensive position were covered
 virtue of their special training and heavy allotment  by mutually supporting machine-gun and anti-tank
 of automatic weapons, particularly suited for the     fire. These positions were sited along the line of a
desperate close-quarter fighting which followed the  lateral road and the fields of fire improved accord-
Canadian attack. The enemy's plan for the defense   ingly. No previously constructed pill-boxes were
of the town followed normal German tactical lines,  encountered, but the sturdy Italian houses afforded
The fact that the town could be attacked from only natural strongpoints. Buildings were methodically

                                                             blown across streets in order to form barriers or to
       @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ig|- provide covered approaches to exposed positions.

                                                       ;^| Any buildings
te,i"*l!l                                                                                                                                                         @''@@@itM
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which overlooked the main position or which
might offer cover for the attacker were destroyed.
In the buildings opposite the enemy's position, he
demolished the front walls, thus exposing their
interiors to fire from across the street.

  No two houses were defended alike, but the
general arrangements seem to have been as follows:
on the ground floor, Schmeissers (MP 38s - 9 mm
submachineguns), rifles, and grenades; on the
second floor, Schmeissers, MG 42s, and grenades;
and on the top floor, an assortment of grenades and
automatic weapons. An occasional rifleman was
encountered on roofs and in upper stories, but on
the whole they were not used as fire positions. This
was probably due to the continual shower of shells
and mortar bombs which preceded the attackers.

  Houses which were not occupied were booby-
trapped or had delayed charges placed in them with
time fuzes. In one instance a complete platoon was
blown up in a house shortly after occupying it.
Retribution was swift, however. The Canadians

prepared a house with charges and then withdrew.
The Germans fell for their own trick and occupied
the building. The resulting explosion accounted for
some twenty-odd paratroopers. Both sides had
learned their lesson. The Canadian troops in both
of these incidents were from The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment,

  Another simple but unnerving German trick was
the employment of stick grenades as booby traps.
Easily set up, they were most effective in imposing
caution, if not casualties, upon Canadian troops
and were a continual source of annoyance. Time
detonators were used on prepared charges, and
explosions continued for several days after the
occupation of the town was completed.

  The Germans covered the main tank approaches,
naturally limited to streets, with anti-tank guns
sited to fire at short range. Some were placed up to
the barricades in order to catch the tank's exposed

Soon after the fighting started, troops from the unit es-
cort surrendered Germans back into captivity. Earlier
in the campaign the regiment had learned to be wary
after Germans moving forward with their arms raised
dropped suddenly to the ground, and a machinegun
behind them opened fire on Canadians coming up to
take the surrender.
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underside as it lumbered over the rubble. Other
guns were kept mobile and were rapidly shifted
from street to street as a counter to any armored
threat. A favorite trick was to catch a tank in
enfilade as it passed one of the openings to the
innumerable narrow alleys which criss-crossed
the main streets.

  Another of the most annoying enemy charac-
teristics was his repeated and certain infiltration
into weak spots. Numerous times, after being
driven from strongpoints, he succeeded in
reoccupying them owing to lack of promptness
on the part of the attackers in placing garrisons
there. These tactics were a source of constant
irritation to the Canadians and necessitated the
employment of a larger number of troops than
was necessary for the actual operation. This is a
curious point. Obviously the defender's tactics
would be the major factor determining the number
of troops needed by the attackers. Every building
had to be occupied as soon as it was captured,
and held until the whole immediate area had
been cleared. On two occasions, the enemy's
continuous infiltration necessitated the reclear-
ing of a vital part of the town.

  No proper enemy counter-attack was ever
launched in Ortona itself. This failure to coun-
terattack was typical of the 1st Parachute Divi-
sions, which, due to its airborne experience and
tactical teaching, conserved its reserves care-
fully. During the latter part of the battle, how-
ever, a counterattack was launched against a
Canadian infantry brigade which was making a

The regiment's Allan Macdonald described the San Tom-
masso Cathedral as looking "as though cut right through
the dome with a giant cleaver." The main damage was
done by a German demolition team before the battle, but
the intact cupola was a target for Canadian riflemen en-
suring it was not used for snipers or observation.

ever, a counterattack was launched against aboundry. As the fighting developed, the battalion
Canadian infantry brigade which was making acommander realized that in order to keep the
flanking movement to the west around the town. Itfighting efficiency of the battalion as high as possi-
is believed that this counterattacking force com-
prised the entire divisional reserve. The paratroops
fought tenaciously and did not withdraw from a
position until all hope of holding it had been lost.

   CANADIAN COUNTERMEASURES
  When the leading Canadian battalion reached

the outskirts of the town, where the street fighting
really started, it was advancing on a two-company
front which was approximately the width of the
town. The main road acted as the intercompany

ble, he would have to shorten his front and limit
his company objectives. The result of this was that
the brigade commander had to commit a second
battalion in order to clear the town. The main road
was made the interbattalion boundry, and the town
was divided in half, with the main defence posi-
tion, including the fort, in the right sector. Neither
battalion had a front of more than 250 yards.

  Each battalion divided its respective sectors into
various subsectors with company objectives, and
these were again divided by company commanders
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into a series of platoon        |
objectives. The latter might   |
consist of not more than two   |
or three houses. Rigid con-    g
trol was essential, and it was   |
soon realized that a company  |
commander, on completing    ^
occupation of his immediate   |
objective, must report back    |
before making any further     i@
advance. This was strictly     |
adhered to, irrespective of     a
whether the opposition was    s
strong or slight in any one     -.
sector. The company com-
mander usually had his
headquarters in a house       g
convenient to his two lead-
ing platoons, and apart from
exceptional circumstances, he
would remain there. As his
leading platoon or platoons
moved forward, his headquarters
would move forward just to the
rear of them. In a similar manner
the platoon commander had his
headquarters just behind the
leading section. In this way he

Lance Corporal Roy Boyd is reached after
three and a half days buried in the rubble of
a building in which most of his platoon died
when the Germans exploded a mine after the
Canadians occupied the premises.

    house. In some cases "mouse-      th
    holing" (breaching holes in the
    walls of houses) was necessary;     lei
     this generally being done by       an

s   hand, took some considerable      in
     time. The article does not mention   re;

^i-  the use of shaped charges to blow     at
;    holes through the walls. Frequently   of

     necessity for this measure was      th
leading section. In this way he     avoided by using courtyards and
could keep watch on the section's balconies to get from house to
progress and observe any signals
from the section leader. The
platoon commander never com-
mitted more than one section at
a time.

  When given a street to clear,
the platoon commander placed
his "fire group" so that it con-
trolled both sides of the street.
The "fire group" was generally
located on the top floors of the
first houses on either side of the
entrance to a street. Except
under the best conditions, troops
did not work along the street but
worked their way from house to

house.
  Every possible battalion and

support weapon was used when-
ever and wherever ______
possible. As an       ^ / -/- |-|
r     11   ,i     ' * -"  nexample, the right   ^^T^
flank battalion        ^< ..,
moved 17-           j -p-
pounder anti tank     |}//'
guns onto a ridge     _
southeast of the      Frustral
town and, at a           ^e ^
range of approxi-     Linux/Uni;
mately 1,000 to     Need H(
2,000 yards,              ^

literally ripped the

SB buildings apart in front of its
fe advancing troops.
[Tanks were invaluable in

    spite of the cramped sur-
    roundings. They were used
    by the attackers, both singly
    and in small numbers, as
    assault guns or as pillboxes.
    They were also used to carry
     ammunition and mortars
    forward to the fighting
     troops and to evacuate
     wounded over bullet swept

:er ground. Several were lost
 x       0

 ' due to antitank fire, mines,
.    and grenades, but the cost

     was considered negligible
     compared to the value of

their assistance.
  Although masses of field artil-

lery were available, the Canadi-
ans found it relatively ineffective
in this type of fighting. The first
reason was the proximity of the
attacker and defender, which
often reduced No Man's Land to
the width of a narrow street.
Such situation required "pin-
point" shooting, which cannot be
provided from field guns, and,
therefore, tanks and antitank
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 guns were both employed
 in the direct fire tasks. The
 second reason for the
 ineffectiveness of the                             /

were the continual harass-   A tank from the Three J
 ing of the coast road in the on a German position.
rear of the town and the
destruction of strong points by the 200-pound
shells of the heavy regiment. The full effect of its
fire is not known, but prisoners of war spoke daz-
edly of the merciless pounding they had received.
Heavy and light mortars were also used, chiefly for
harassing the main street and squares. These and
the approach to the town were continually plas-
tered, causing considerable casualties to the enemy.
This fire, combined with that of the artillery,
effectively dissuaded the enemy from making full
use of the upper stories of the houses of the town.

  The advance was slow and methodical, but it was
relentless. By rapidly shifting the focal point of the
attack and by making the fullest possible use of all
weapons, the Canadians cleared the paratroops
from the town. Casualties on both sides were
heavy.

            LESSONS LEARNED
  The first and primary lesson learned was that

street fighting is an acquired art, and that there are
only two ways to acquire it - (1) by careful plan-
ning and training and a high standard of discipline,
or (2) by bitter experience.

  One outstanding point disclosed by the fighting
was the absolute necessity of having an organized
and detailed plan for the clearance of the town. It
is essential that the town be cleared by sectors, and

A tank from the Three Rivers Regiment takes aim
on a German position.

 units must be made
 responsible for each
 sector. The sectors
 themselves must be
 completely cleared
 before troops attempt to
 pass through them to
 further objectives,

  Another important
 point was the necessity
for occupying houses
 immediately after they
had been cleared. Sev-
eral times the garrisons
of enemy strong-points
were wiped out, but the
enemy buildings them-

   1                 1           -n r T . ,.1  .
                            ^^-lliy ^.unuil.lgj LH^Lll-

selves were not occupied by the attackers. Within a
few minutes, the enemy would reoccupy these
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vantage points, and a new operation would
become necessary to dislodge him. This
placed a heavy drain on fighting troops.

  Tanks can be used effectively in street
fighting in spite of the limits placed on
movement. They should be used singly or
in small numbers and always in close co-
operation with infantry. A dozen rounds of
AP through a building, followed by a dozen
of HE, have a most destructive effect on an
enemy strong point.

  There are two schools of thought in street
fighting: one, the commando school, which
depends on surprise to cover its rapid as-
sault; and second, the school favouring the
much slower system of methodically clear-
ing every house. The latter method was
found essential on this occasion, and it is
believed it will always be preferable, once
surprise has been lost.

  The town could not be bombed prior to
the attack, since it was desired to acquire
the port facilities in an undamaged condi-
tion. When the fighting was over, Ortona
was a shambles - one of the most devas-
tated towns in Italy. It is felt that no value
was gained by not bombing the town, and
that if it had been heavily blitzed just prior
to our attack the task might have been
considerably easier. The Germans blew up a

Z,oya/frfrf/es"Smokey"Atkinson and Laurie Squires move war-
ily around a corner.

considerable portion of the tou'n in advance to make it
easier to defend. Heavy "blitzing" would have killed
some Germans but might have left the town even more
defensible.

  In planning this type of operation aerial photo-
graphs should be secured in large numbers - if

     .11     i       i     iii     i,.i       11

carried on the man and the battalion reserve kept
well forward. This also applies to demolition mate-
rial and tank ammunition, very large quantities of
which were used.

  Every battle brings out the necessity for discipline
and absolute control by officers and NCOs, and the

,_i IAL'1. JLU <J.l I-V-/ k-<.l.\_l 1^,'\^ L/V/V- ^-1.1. ^-\-t l-t.l.l.n.l.L^^^^-'-v-'.Ai.^.r^.i--*-^ *-@________________ __----_. -^ _ __--_...---- _ _-^-
possible, they should be distributed down to sectionfight for Ortona was no exception. Street fightin
1 ) ^r1 r . 1 . . @1^1. __'.^-.-__^..-.@-,,^^J^ i-l, @ ..t.-^.^^i- @@ J',.'-]. .^1 :@:^'^@-:..^ i"..,@leaders. They are of the greatest possible assistance
and can be understood by everyone.

  The expenditure of small-arms ammunition in
street fighting is very high in comparison with any
equivalent operation. Extra ammunition should be

commands the utmost individual initiative from
every soldier. For this reason, if the close co-ordina-
tion and control of effort demanded by this type of
fighting is to be achieved, the greatest possible
sense of discipline is necessary.
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  Our regimenrs lineage dates to I April 1908, the
official date of the founding of the 101st Regiment,
though the new unit did not actually get operating until
later that year, as noted in the article below. For six
and a half years prior to the First World War this unit
provided a militia infantry presence in Edmonton.
Historian Ken Tmgley describes a lively event in 1912
on the troops' return from their annual summer camp.
The b-ief regimental history published the next year is
silent about this episode. Ken Tingley

         A REGIMENTAL RIOT
THE JASPER AVENUE STREETCAR INCIDENT OF 1912

                  by Ken Tingley

  The young City of Edmonton
saw the establishment of the
lOist Regiment on 5 October
1908. The founders of the unit
were Lieutenant Colonel E.B.
Edwards, Major W.F.W. Car-
stairs, Captain EA. Osborne,
and Captain W.S. Weeks. Their
vision of a western infantry
regiment had led the Militia
Council of Canada to establish
the 101 st. The next year the
new regiment's name was altered
slightly by adding a secondary
title, making it the 101st Regi-
ment (Edmonton Fusiliers). This
picked up the Fusilier link from
Britain's original 101st Regiment
of Foot (Royal Bengal Fusiliers),
by then the Royal Munster
Fusiliers, with whom Edmonton s
101 st became formally allied in
1911.

  Drilling soon began in earnest

at a temporary armouries. The
need was apparent for "a little
outing which would combine
instruction and amusement."
The first such outing took place
at Cooking Lake, east of Edmon-
ton, in 1910. Such camps soon
became a regular part of the
social life and training of the
unit. The Camp Sarcee south-
west of Calgary was the most
successful.

  The return of the Fusiliers on
Sunday, 30 June 1912 from their
summer camp at Sarcee proved
something of a sensation. The
troops were parading back to
their armouries from the South
Side CPR railway depot, and
had marched up McDougall
Street to Jasper Avenue. The
line of troops had just turned
onto Jasper when an eastbound
street railway car approached.

               23

According to the next day's
headline story in the Edmonton
Bulletin the streetcar stopped
when the motorman noticed
that "the redcoats were
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                                                                                                   - City of Edmonton Archives, EA-13-27

Jasper Avenue before the First World War, scene of the Edmonton Fusiliers smashing up a streetcar trying to
cross through their line of march.

approaching." He waited until the band and the
first company had passed, then attempted to drive
through a gap in the line.

  Lieutenant Colonel Carstairs,  ^^^@^@@i

previous year, was mounted and WISSSIK

tance. He came from a promt-     Lt-Col. Carstaii
nent Kingston, Ontario family,    ure (rf a man-

 Lt.-Col. Garstairs
ure of a man.

 and served with the North West Mounted Police
 during the Riel Rebellion of 1885. He was one of
 the seemingly thousands of men w\\o guarded Riel

__^^^^^.^ during his subsequent imprison-

an awesome tig- feasting." In short, the colonel
                  was not a man to trifle with.
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  Carstairs smashed in a window of the streetcar
with his riding crop. He then placed the conduc-
tor, the motorman, and the inspector under arrest.
Troops dragged them from the car. Others then
proceeded to smash up the car with the aid of
their rifle butts. Reports vary on the number of
windows smashed, one report indicated that the
headlight was also smashed.

  At this point a police officer rushed up to inves-
tigate the incident, which was generating a sub-
stantial crowd. The constable quickly assessed the
situation. If the entire crew of the streetcar were
arrested, the entire street railway system would

grind to a halt. The constable guaranteed that the
culprits would appear in court the following
Tuesday morning. Carstairs reluctantly accepted
this development, and "a carload of indignant and
wrathful passengers proceeded on their inter-
rupted journey."

  Carstairs had evidently calmed down when the
miscreants appeared before the magistrate,
charged with having obstructed His Majesty's
Militia. His lawyer asked that a nominal fine only
of one dollar and costs be levied. They were
convicted, paid up, and peaceful order returned to
the streets of Edmonton.
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The pipe band of the 49th Battalion in 1915. The new band will be outfitted initially in tunics of this pattern,
but wearing kilts in Government (Black Watch) Tartan.

            NEW PIPE BAND ON THE BLOCK
 SOLDIERS FROM THE UNIT RECREATE THE REGIMENT'S PIPING PAST

  Although Tlie Lo)ial Edmonton Regiment has neverpipe band disappeared w^hen the authorities de-
been a Highland unit, it has often had a pipe bandcided to merge the bands of two battalions in 7th
associated with it. When the 49th Battalion wasBrigade, and most of the 49th s pipers and drum-
raised in early 1915 for the First World War a pipemers were transferred to the PPCLJ for this pur-
band was quickly established and went overseas
with the new unit. In early 1916 the battalions

pose. After the war the PPCLI repaid the favour by
contributing funds to help outfit a new pipe band
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for the 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Regiment. The
reserve unit's pipe band continued through the
interwar years, but did not form part of the overseas
battalion raised for the Second World War, and
appears to have petered out during that conflict.
After the war there was a pipe band associated with
the regiment s company in Vermilion.

  Now, some troops in the regiment have decided
to form a new band. As the unit has not been able
to authorise them to officially bear the regimental

name and insignia as a voluntary pipe band, they
are operating privately as a re-enactment band
under the name 49th Battalion Pipes and Drums.The
intention is to garb the band in uniforms modelled
on those worn by the historical bands of the regi-
ment. The Black Hackle Foundation, a non-profit
corporation, has been established to help raise the
necessary funds for this venture. The new band has
been adopted as the official band of the 49th Batta-
lion, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association.

The pipe band of the 1st Battalion, The Edmonton Regiment pose outside the Prince of Wales Armouries in 1920.
Eventually the new band will also have tunics and plaids as worn here.
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  In late 2002 and early 2003 troops from
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment formed
part of a company composed entirely of
reservists serving with 1 PPCLI on a tour in
Bosnia. The author, then a Major, com-
manded the company. Here Paul reports not
on the actual peacekeeping operations diem-
selves, but on two exercises introduced to vary
the troops routine while taking advantage of
local opportunities for training. Author Paul Bury,

flanked by Bosnian
501 Brigade G3statt.

           TRAINING IN THE BALKANS
ENRICHING ROTO 11 THROUGH COMBINED TRAINING WITH LOCAL

   FORCES AND REVIEWING AN HISTORICAL LOCAL OPERATION

                   by Lieutenant Colonel Paul ]. Bury

  Many soldiers of The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment deployed to the Balkans for
Operation Palladium, Rotation 11, Can-
ada's contribution to NATO's Stabiliza-
tion Force in Bosnia-Herzegovina. I led
the first Primary Reserve Rifle Company
to deploy on Peacekeeping Operations
within a Regular Force Battle Group.

  During the winter months of 2002-2003, @fc||
troops from the Regiment performed
stellar service to the citizens of the former
Yugoslavia. Patrolling a vast area with a
civil population in the hundreds of thou-
sands is no small task. The crumbling
infrastructure and limited local resources
led to many further challenges. Our sol-
diers patrolled into areas that had not seen
any substantial law enforcement for many years.
Along with the comfort they brought to the local
citizens, they also brought humanitarian supplies,
advice, Civil-Military Cooperation teams, and
visiting distinguished Canadian citizens, all in a bid

JJ..U.1. H.I-JLJ. 1^-V^L.l-Ai \^ Cli. 1V1 l.Lll.Ll.L^^-1. l.@_/\--H*. 1-\_ UV-/^li- ^\-L^             @@@       @            __                             @ @@@@
led to many further challenges. Our sol-    The canad@a" ^P at Bmac-

diers patrolled into areas that had not seen          can start to drain the soldiers' mental and physical
any substantial law enforcement for many years,      state. With this in mind, the senior leadership in
Along with the comfort they brought to the local    Delta Company specifically, and the Battle Group
citizens, they also brought humanitarian supplies,    in general, set about to create two breaks in the
advice, Civil-Military Cooperation teams, and       soldiers' ordinary routine. These breaks were not a
visiting distinguished Canadian citizens, all in a bid rest. Indeed, they were hard work. However, they
to help the locals make a better life for themselves,   were a form of work that let the soldiers get back to

  Performing these tasks day after day without rest   infantry basics. This article will not discuss the
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daily camp routine or patrolling
tasks, but rather these breaks in
the ongoing activity and their
effect on the soldiers themselves
and the community.

   EXERCISE RESOLUTE
          WARRIOR

  In November 2002 planning      BBW@HMJ
began for Exercise Resolute War-       CB&ll
rior, which would see Delta Com-
pany move from its camp in Bihac  ^k^HE'J
to the live fire training area in      '@^T^^B
Glamoc. In our absence, Camp     -^ ', "^w|
Courcellette in Bihac would be         '      '^
manned and our Area of Opera-            jila
tions patrolled by members of the
Carabinieri, Italy's federal paramil-
itary police, who have been oper-    Bosnian troop
ating with tremendous results in     Resolute Wan
the Balkans for many years now.

  Due to restrictions placed upon the Company
from the Battle Group, the exercise would be only
a ten-day event in which the Company's Rifle
Sections would rotate through a live fire assault
range. The Company would fire all the support
weapons in its operational inventory.

  As the Officer Commanding, I requested and
received permission to invite a Platoon from 501
Brigade of 5 Corps of the Bosnia-Herzegovina
Federation Army. My intent in inviting them was
to create lasting friendships, help with the profes-
sionalization of 5 Corps soldiers, and simply have
the troops get out and interact as soldiers. These 5
Corps soldiers were also based in Bihac, and w^iile
we interacted with them daily, it was not in a
manner that would readily lead to the result I so
desired. Due to travel and training restrictions
placed upon the 5 Corps soldiers by NATO, all

 Bosnian troops get ready to advance as part of the training on Exercise
 Resolute Warrior.

                 their movement had to be escorted and observed
 Company     by soldiers from Delta Company.

/ould be only     The exercise began by marrying up with and
ny's Rifle       escorting the 5 Corps soldiers from their barracks in
fire assault      Bihac to the Federation Army Training Centre
ie support      (FATC) in Glamoc, where they were to be quar-

                 tered. The training plan for the ten days was to
lested and      move Delta Company and the troops from 5 Corps
)n from 501     through a series of ranges, culminating in the
egovina        Section Offensive Range. Due to the different
ng them was    languages spoken, weapons used, and types of
hi the profes-    ammunition available, the two groups could not
simply have    interact together on these ranges; the result could
tiers. These 5   have been catastrophic. Therefore, two separate
ic, and w^iile    training schedules were overlapped. The 5 Corps
not in a        soldiers were mostly combat veterans from the civil
2 result I so     war of the 1990s. Many had been wounded and
strictions       would talk freely of their experiences. They were
JATO, all      thrilled to be able to get out and fire their weapons
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on an offensive range.
For many, it was the
first time since hostil-
ities ended.For
others, it was their
first time on a field
firing range.

  The results of this
exercise were many.
Soldiers from Delta
Company refreshed
their war fighting
skills and received a
well deserved break
from their normal
framework of opera-
tions, The 5 Corps
soldiers gained valu-
able live fire experi-
ence that they could
not otherwise obtain.r-
Company leaders got t<
senior leadership in
a more personal and
informal way. We
discussed tactics,
types of weapons,
and how different
combinations of
weapons and tactics
could produce a
desired result. These
discussions were
often highlighted
with real life illustra-
tions by these vete-
rans of the civil war.
The 5 Corps soldiers
took from the

The Carl Gustaf anti-tank weapons firing on the range. The ferocious backblast is ev-
ident.

training event

The Battle Group and Delta   valuable lessons in the construction of offensive
to know many of the 5 Corps   field firing ranges and many of these were to be

       _______,^^^,,,________________ translated into the

                      @ ^ ^"?^:^??' ^':^i^ armies can work

       @-.-           'J .,.'<@@. .^@'...-^ ' '\   .1;, -<..-^ ^@"".'^^"'l  together in a train-

 @@^@@'!' "!" ^' @@""@@@@@@@@v "-^^- li^ni^^h0

  A Canadian soldier blasts a target while advancing.          Many of the
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soldiers from The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment who participated came
away with a sense that they were
part of a force that was breaking
new ground in how NATO
interacts with the local forces in
the Balkans. They proved the
concept could be a huge success
and that follow on forces in
coming rotations could continue
what we had started and expand
on the successes.

         OPERATION
    ROESSELSPRUNG

  The second and equally valu-
able break in our normal routine
was a battlefield tour and discus-
sion of the German army's at- Participants in Exercise Resolute Warrior.

tempt to eliminate Marshall Tito in Drvar during
the Second World War. Our one-day event saw
Delta Company's leadership go to the Canadian
camp in Drvar and the subsequent move of study
syndicates out to the former battlefield. The Ger-
man operation was code named Roesselsprung
(Knight s Move). It was a combined airborne and
land assault on Drvar, Two German divisions, the
7th SS Mountain Division Prinz Eugen and the 373rd
Vollcsgrenodier Division, drove on Drvar along the
ground while the 500th SS Fallschirmjdger Batta'lion,
the only SS airborne unit of the war, assaulted
Drvar from the skies.

  The highlights of the topical discussion of the
operation were many and varied. Every aspect of
the battle was discussed from the appropriate point
on the valley floor. For example, the assault by
German soldiers on Tito's headquarters was dis-
cussed at the mouth of the cave where the battle
took place, the combat service support aspects of

the battle were discussed in the approach routes to
Drvar, and the final defensive battle discussions
took place next to the cemetery in the center of
town where the remnants of the German forces
held firm against overwhelming odds until their
link up forces reached them.

  It appears that time has stood still around Drvar
in that many areas still show the effects of 25 May
1944, with bullet holes in buildings and fortifica-
tions left untouched. Unfortunately, no citizen of
Drvar who took part in the battle itself was availa-
ble for our training event. However, there is an
amply documented historical record so that the
recreation of the battle was thorough.

  This training afforded the opportunity to study
the mission, planning considerations, and execu-
tion of the operation using discussion on the actual
battlefield as the means to analyze the results and
draw tactical conclusions. It was a professional
development training event that further refreshed
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Ordinary operations by the Canadians in
Bosnia included seizing the grenades
shown here, which were subsequently        _
prepared for destruction and exploded.

the war-fighting skills of the soldiers of
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. They
came away from this training refreshed
and better able to continue in their
primary task. It was not a day off, it      ____
ensured that skill levels remained high
and that combat basics were reviewed in an histori-
cal context.

              IN RETROSPECT
  The tour was a great learning experience for all

the soldiers of the Regiment. They employed their
craft with great effect. The citizens of Bosnia are
grateful for the presence of the Canadian soldiers in

their country. Many times during meetings with the
various Mayors and Police Chiefs, I heard state-
ments that praised the work done by members of
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment. Canada generally
and Edmonton specifically can be proud of the
effort that our troops contributed to peace and
stability in the Balkans. With further deployments
coming, the Regiment will continue to serve
Canada's interests with enthusiasm and loyalty.
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  The year began with Senior NCOs and      @
Officers ringing in the New Year at the        ^
annual Levee, an event that all look forward
to as an opportunity to greet old friends and
make new acquaintances.

  in an attempt to accommodate individuals
who want to join the Army Reserve, but are   !? lw'
not able to attend the long summer training,   ^@}^
B Company was tasked to conduct the        w^
Standard Qualification (SQ) component of    |fl
the Basic Infantry Course. The early part of    J
the New Year found members of the unit      H
assisting B Company in completing the       ^1
instruction of the last half of the SQ course.   |H
Under course officer 2nd Lieutenant James    !@
Morrow the SQ course successfully graduated |U
12 members in March.

  Along with this, the Regiment entered      jf
into its training cycle with the goal of        @ ,
preparing for the final exercise to take place     s
in August. The unit's weeks were filled with   y
the never-ending need to complete the       a@..
individuals' Elementary Level of Compe-
tence (ELOC) requirements for the year. Meeting
this requirement, while uneventful and even boring
at times, is vital in ensuring that the unit is able to
adequately meet any challenge that it might be

called upon to face.
  The unit was able to get into the field to work on

meeting The Loyal Edmonton Regiment's core task,
being an effective Light Infantry Battalion. The

Some troops from the unit spent the early part of the'
Reserve Infantry Company serving with 1      era i
ing contribution in the former Yugoslavia.
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 Regiment ventured into the area ofNor-
 degg once again to spend a weekend hon-
 ing our skills in patrolling and navigation.
A further twist was added when soldiers
were required to undertake a different
 military skills test upon successfully com-
pleting a particular leg of the navigation
route.

  The unit celebrated the safe return of its
soldiers who had formed part of the Com-
posite Reserve Infantry Company (CRIC)
on Roto 11. It was very gratifying for mem-
bers that D Company of the 1 PPCLI
Battle Group was for the first time made up
completely of reservists. They participated
in two operations during their tour with the
Battle Group; one domestic and the other
Operation Palladium in Bosnia. The Com-
pany formally stood down in April
upon their return from a six           Ip'
month tour in Bosnia. All soldiers     |
returned without injury, and are       jg
now able to pass on the knowledge     ||
and experiences they gained           |
through their tour to the Regi-        |
ment.                              |

  Following their safe return, even     |
more of our soldiers would be soon     |
be leaving for the former Yugosia-      |
via to participate in Roto 12.          |
Captain Eric Gilson was taking        |
the position of 2IC of the Corn-        |
bined Reserve Company (CRC)       |
in Bosnia.                           |'

  Other departures included           |
Captain J.P. Grebenc to the Golan     |
Heights and Captain MacDonald      |
to Sierra Leone.                     |

  As May approached, the Regi-       |
ment began to prepare for the         |
summer tasking season. The           |
newest members of the Regiment      |
prepared to depart for Wainwright     J

At the Regimental Museum's opening of the Battle of Ortona
exhibition, two of the men who fought there, Jack Birmingh-
man (left) and Les Tuppen (right) pose with Private Gutsch (cen-
tre left) and Corporal Clarke (centre right) from today's unit.

   We honour and support

     the families of those

who paid the supreme sacrifice

       for World Peace
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w^ere they would spend the next
9 w^eks learning the skills of a
combat infantryman. Unit
veterans, such as Master Corpo-
ral Nilson, headed out to com-
plete the next level of their
training as soldiers, and under-
take one of the more gruel ing
aspects of an NCO's military
training, the Junior Leadership
Course. Officers departed for
Gagetown and other locales to
complete the various levels of
training that they required. 2nd
Lieutenants 2Lt Mark Johnson
and Rob Gliddon completed the
8 week Platoon Commander's
Course.

  Despite all the departures and
the busy schedule for the sum-
mer training cycle, things did
not slow down for the Regiment.
In June, the Regiment under-
went a Change of Command.
Lieutenant Colonel George Rice
departed after two years as
Commanding Officer, being

On Remembrance Day Corpora!
Brendan Yuill dropped by the Reg-
imenta! Museum and displayed his
newly awarded Queen's Golden
Jubilee Medal in front of the Ortona
Rifleman cabinet.

  During the summer, with many
of our members away instructing
on courses or taking them, wide-
spread forest fires in the British
Columbia prompted a provincial
call for help from the military.
The Regimental Headquarters
formed the Battalion Headquar-
ters of Task Force Four, which led
the assault on the fires in the
Vasseaux Lake area. Other soldiers
from the Regiment joined troops
from other units fanning out to
the province s hotspots to meet
the foe with water hoses, picks
and shovels. The terrain was
grueling, conditions were harsh,
and there was a real danger that at
any time winds could shift and
confront soldiers with a wall of
flame. Troops worked 12-14 hour
days, and went 14 days without a
break. Meeting the need for
personnel to fight forest fires in
British Columbia did result in the
cancellation of the LFWA spon-
sored exercise in August, but we

           '@/ ' 1^ __@ _-^_-__, ,. @_ _

replaced by Lieutenant Colonel Paul Bury. Thegot to put our skills to use in an active way that not
Regiment was pleased by the presence of our Colo-only benefitted those around us, but also left a
nel-in-Chief, the Countess Mountbatten of Burma,lasting impression with those who were there
at the Change of Command parade. She used thefighting the fires.
occasion to present the Regiment with the campIn September, with the return of our various
flag for 4 PPCLImembers from taskings across the country, the unit

  There were departures and arrivals. Major Carterreturned to its bread and butter training. October
took over the DCO position from Major Binns.continued to build upon the battalion's growing
The unit gained Captain Caruana, recently with 1experience with airmobile operations. The unit
T~\T~@ /@^T T . A1@ /^~> @ /^>i 111^"T771. 1 .. 1-             1-J                         L                                       '                      /

PPCLI, as its new Adjutant. Captain Grebenc
moved over to A Company as 2IC. We also wel-
comed a number of new junior officers and many
new privates.

traveled to Whitecourt and participated in a simu-
lated hostage rescue. A Company, under Captain
Vernon, conducted an airmobile raid on a terrorist
hideout. The unit soldiers were able to confirm
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many of the hard won skills of previ-    |
ous months of hard work.              I

  October also found the Regiment     |
welcoming back its members from
overseas service in Bosnia upon
completion of Roto 12. This month
was also used to get ready for the Task
Force North Exercise in Wainwright-
In preparation for the exercise, the
Regiment participated in combined
arms training. In keeping with the
mechanized aspect ot the exercise, the
unit traded in their rucksacks and
mounted up in the Light Armoured
Vehicles (LAVs). It was a weekend
where our newest members got to
experience an aspect that we as light
infantry do not often get to enjoy -
riding around to the next attack.       @n
They got to do it in the most ad-       28 tlie u
vanced piece of transport we currently           I
have in the Canadian Army. There     60t8l
were many exciting aspects to the      ^l @^t^@ 6
whole weekend, like watching the      @@In@ 'sawe
Bell 412 Griffon helicopters hugging    ortolla wltt
the valley as they flew by to insert      Ghuroh P"
 1      'r     'i,     11.1        at @BIelements from 2 Platoon behind       pa@harf,..a

       ,       @                       .           'tfOWSmass
enemy lines. 1 his writer enjoyed
watching the final assault on the objective by a
mechanized force - the stealthy advance of the
recce elements from the South Alberta Light
Horse, followed by the quick advance by the main
mechanized force on the enemy position's left
flank. The attack ended with the LAVs disgorging
our troops who quickly assaulted up the hill to
overrun the enemy position. Even the Directing
Staff was unable to find much to complain about in
the After Action Review.

  The fall continued on with the Regiment partici-
pating in the Remembrance Day activities at City
Hall. Training then focussed on soldiers refreshing

their knowledge or learning for the first time how
to live and operate in our colder environment as
light infantrymen.

  The last month of our year ended on a more
relaxing footing. The Officers had their annual
Mess Dinner. In keeping with what seems to be
recent tradition, the unit participated the next
morning in the Annual Men's Christmas Dinner.
There were presentations by the Commanding
Officer of the new Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal
and several well-deserved promotions to Master
Corporal. Honourary Lieutenant Colonel
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Mactaggart attended the dinner and
gave his best wishes to all for the         gB| |||
Christmas season.                      | ^

  In keeping with the Yule spirit, the
Subalterns brought Christmas cheer to   IHHJI
all the senior officers by visiting them    i^HB
and singing some carols to entertain     ^HU
them and their families. However, there j^HH
was a trend that once they started to     UiB
sing, they were quickly ushered inside
for food and beverages. I am not sure if       ...

               , ,        ,         ,   roundin
we were ever able to complete a song!   whethe

  The year concluded with a Church
Parade at All Saints Anglican Cathedral, markin;
the 60th anniversary of the end of the Battle of
Ortona.

  So 2003 was an eventful year for the unit. Our
soldiers participated in a number of overseas de-
ployments, with over 100 individuals away

 Unit officers pose during the annual New Year's Levee, an event
 rounding out one year or starting the next one, depending on
 whether you go by the season or the calendar.

marking   throughout various times of the year. They an-
:tle of      swered a call for help in British Columbia, and

             helped maintain peace in Bosnia. We can be proud
it. Our     of what we have achieved this year, and we can
'as de-     look forward to the upcoming year with confidence
y          as we face new challenges.

 13020-97 Street    110-12 Inglewood Dr.   10301-100 Avenue
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  Canadian soldiers began
using rifle grenades in the
FirstWorldWar.A
member of the serving unit
describes the latest techno-
logical addition to the
personal firepower of the
injanteer.

THE NEW GRENADIERS
TRAIN ON THE M203A1 GRENADE LAUNCHER

         Sergeant Vincent Moroz

only one qualified M203           _^^g^^*
grenadier.                              ^@@^8

  Enter my good friend, and
all-round swell guy, Master
Corporal Jim Pantel, who
had been trained on the
M203 while serving in the
Militia in Winnipeg. For our   ^ ^ ^3 ^
purposes, he would be the
chief instructor and I (a
Master Corporal at the time) would be his assistant
for organizing and delivering the lectures. With us
was Wan-ant Officer Glenn Balombin, who would
ensure we were teaching according to army stan-
dards, and that the outcome of training was duly

2nd Lieutenant Frank Krzanstek

 The first M203 serial consisted mainly of the instructor cadre.

                       recorded so the students could be officially recog-
'ould be his assistant  nized as grenadiers. Our first class through would be
ie lectures. With us   as many of the instructor cadre as we could fit in a
ombin, who would   classroom, with the immediate goal being to train
ling to army stan-     the trainers. After that was accomplished, they
training was duly     could in turn train 'A Company.
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   For those who don't know,
 let me explain that the
 M203A1 grenade launcher is      , \
 mounted under a standard C7      .'P"^'
 assault rifle by means of a
 modified hand-guard. It is a
 light-weight, single-shot,
 breach-loaded, pump-action
weapon that is capable of
firing a 40mm grenade up to
400 metres. It has a lethal
radius of 5 metres. There is a
variety of ammunition availa-
ble for the M203, including
high explosive, smoke in
various colours, and illumina-
tion rounds. A grenadier is      ^@-@@@@@@@@
allotted 36 of these half-pound
grenades as a battle load.        AGIOSellpofthesvl

  The training was completed   ^;;^

in six lessons. After complet-
ing the required lessons the
troops had to undergo a handling test and qualify
on the rifle with the M203 attached. Once this was
achieved they could go on to fire at the grenadier
shoot with the M203 itself. This was arranged for
one of the spring battle schools.

  As luck would have it, the battle school was in
March, and Mother Nature was in a lousy mood.
The temperature was -45 degrees Celsius, not
counting the wind chill.

  Each student received the 16 rounds required to
qualify as a grenadier; all were chalk-filled training
rounds. The weather was so inclement that the
students' hands would become numb with cold, but
nobody wanted to quit. This is what they had all
been waiting for, the chance to fire the M203. In
the end, everyone passed the shoot and that serial
was a great success.

SergeantS Powell                      Department of National Defence

and Wharton taught the third serial. In total we
trained a platoon's worth of grenadiers, leaving the
bulk of the Company yet to go through the training
in the next training year.

  For now, at least we can employ grenadiers in our
sections and begin to work on the new doctrine for
their use in battle. With the new weapon, our
section and platoon commanders will have a new
asset to employ in fulfilling the ultimate goal of the
infantry: to close with and destroy the enemy.
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 Author Paul
Tobolsk! today

Paul Tolwlski joined
the militia Regiment
in the late 1950s,
then stayed for a
longer career in
Canada's reserve
forces. The Editor
remembers Paul well.

FUN, MONEY, KNOWLEDGE
          Paul John Tobolsk!, CD

  When I received my copy of the regimental
magazine in 2003,1 learned that Lieutenant Colo-
nel Ed Boyd had passed away in 2002 and that
Colonel Gordon Armstrong had passed away in the
late fall of 2003.1 was sad to learn these two Sec-
ond World War members of the Regiment had
died. Two other members of the Regiment who had
a strong influence on me in my early youth, Ser-
geant Dennis Fleck and Major Keith Wakefield,
have also died in recent years.

    A SURPRISE AT THE GO'S OFRCE

  In the fall of 1963 I had been a member of the
Militia for nearly five years when I was told Lieu-
tenant Colonel Boyd wanted to see me. In those
days we paraded on Wednesday nights and Satur-
days. It was in October of 1963 when I waited
outside Lieutenant Colonel Boyd's office. I was
escorted in and told to close the door. "What have
I done now?" I thought. Lieutenant Colonel Boyd
said, "Tobolski, you are improperly dressed. Con-
gratulations, here are your new Lieutenant s pips."
Wow! From Private to Corporal, then Officer
Cadet to Lieutenant in less than five years. It sure
paid to go to university, even if it was just for one
year when I was a member of the Canadian Officers
Training Corps. After the parade I bought drinks
for all present in the Officers' Mess upstairs on the
west second floor of the Prince of Wales Armouries.

A RECRUITING POSTER

  Looking further back in time to September 1958,
a heck of a long time ago .... Or should I say "Once
upon a lifetime?" I was returning to Lastglen Com-
posite High School for Grade Eleven. In the
school s rotunda I saw a poster advertising "FMK" -
Fun, Money, Knowledge. Officer Cadet John
Sparling and Corporal Nolan were speaking on the
advantages of joining the Militia. I was a 15-year-
old who, by the time I reached high school, had
attended many different educational institutes
including school in Scotland, where I was born.
Hey, with the name Tobolsk! and having bom in
Scotland, I was known as "Tobolsk!, the Scots
Pole." On this side of the Atlantic I had attended
several different schools in Toronto, Edmonton,
Los Angeles, and again in Edmonton.

             A SAD BUT PROUD
            MILITARY HERITAGE

  My father was a member of the Regular Polish
Air Force cadre and was based in England when his
aircraft was shot down on a bombing mission over
Nazi Germany. As a consequence, he was incarcer-
ated in the Prisoner of War camp commonly re-
ferred to as Stalag Luft 111. According to records
my father, because of his ability to speak fluent
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incident is commonly referred to

Allied officers were subsequently               ,^,
murdered for participating in the

forces, my father escorted a senior I^HE^BHi

(POW from 1939), to Berlin and   paul Tobolsk! wi
Stettin. The Gestapo, on the      in 1962. In those
advice of an informant, picked     litia members p
both up. "Wings" lived; my Dad    cap, which was
was murdered. Subsequently, I     the Regular Arm)
met "Wings" in the early 1970s,    by for reservists

  Editors Note: At the main Nu-
remberg War Crimes Trial, British prosecutor Sir David
Maxwell Fyffe strove mightily to tie Herman Goring to
the Sagan Massacres, as the despicable aftermath of
The Great Escape was then known. The wily /ormer
Na^i air chief had easily bested American prosecutor
Robert Jackson the previous day when the cross-exami-
nation focussed on political issues. He fared less well at

Paul Tobolski wearing battledress
in 1962. In those days enlisted Mi-
litia members prized the peaked
cap, which was standard issue to
the Regular Army but hard to come
by for reservists.

                  the appropriate documentation
i^^^^; @@.^% reluctantly, because I had never

                  had spent much time in the cubs
ylHSft          or scouts. I did all the necessary

                  tests, including the "M" test, and
       :   .     had my PULHEMS reviewed by

f 'ilj         the medical staff. The doctors
^ ^ ^         used the cough test as part of the

iring battledress ^giment stores to draw my
lays enlisted Mi- uniform, and was issued with
ized the peaked items made before I was born. I
tandard issue to remember my greatcoat was
but hard to come made by Tip Top Tailors in April

                  1942.
                    My regimental number was

M814021,1 will never forget this initial number.
When I later became an officer I received a TH
(Manitoba Manning Depot) number, then eventu-
ally used my SIN for military purposes.

  My first days in uniform were not stellar, until I
learned how to iron and press it, apply "webo" to
my 1939 pattern web belt, and spit-shine my pa-

the hands ofFyffe, whose detailed questions on Gor-rade boots. Friday evenings were spent ironing my
ings whereabouts following the escape left little doubt ofbattle dress, polishing my boots, and getting ready
his complicity in what the prosecutor termed "these foulfor Saturday morning parades. The worst part of
murders."

EARLY MILITIA DAYS

  In 1950 my mother and I came to Canada spon-place. I used to set the alarm for 6:30 a.m., get
sored by another widow of the fifty, Betty McGill.dressed, and get onto the number 5 trolley at th(
Eight years later, as a 15-year-old I became inter-early hour of 6:56 a.m. We used to parade from
ested in joining the Militia. I proceeded to the0800 hours until 1400 hours for a full days pay. I
Prince of Wales Armouries, w^here I had to producethe first days when I was a Private, the pay was
a parental authorization to join. My mother signed$3.03 a day, but in the late fifties there were few

those uniforms was putting the weights in your
pants and having your putties line up correctly. It
took quite an effort to know w^here to start install-
ing putties and end up with them in the correct
place. I used to set the alarm for 6:30 a.m., get
dressed, and get onto the number 5 trolley at the
early hour of 6:56 a.m. We used to parade from
0800 hours until 1400 hours for a full days pay. In
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jobs for 16 year olds. We also                 .^
received lunch for our efforts. On            SBils
payday we would line up in alpha-
betical order and get paid in cash.
We had to salute, sign where our
names were on the pay roster,
collect our cash, salute again, and       IHHHII
then plan what to do with that

  One of my first memories in
uniform was learning how to do
drill "by numbers" and how to       JSSSSSM
salute going the longest way up      ^MaHMB
and the longest way down, with a
full five fingers exposed. This is     The author wea
not the way we salute today. We    in 1963, showii
would pass the Artillery guns       bandage" rank
parked in front of 76 Field and      Officer Cadet
practice our saluting, as the guns    mencement-ol
are deemed the Artillery's regi-      shots adomed,

     ,i  i     ^     @ @          instructional s1mental colours. Our training
included using the Belgian FN-C1
rifle, first aid training, some field craft, and of
course foot drill.

  After I graduated from basic training I received
an additional pay package as a Private Basic
Trained. What this meant to me was that I was able
to buy a nifty winter jacket from Woodward's in
downtown Edmonton.

  In the early sixties the Regiment was tasked for
nuclear survival, and we did initial training at a site
in the North Saskatchewan valley near the down-
town power plant. Two exercises were the result.
All of 23rd Militia Group went to Wainwright to
participate in Exercises Shake Down I and II. The
weather was miserable on Shake Down I. The
route to Wainwright was 114 miles and the road
was not paved in those days, and in a convoy it
took nearly four hours to arrive at the camp.

  In May 1961 I was promoted to the rank of
Corporal. In those days there was a rank of Lance
Corporal but no Master Corporal, nonetheless I

The author wearing bush dress
in 1963, showing the "pip and
bandage" rank insignia of an
Officer Cadet. These com-
mencement-of-course mug
shots adorned boards in the
instructional staff's offices.

spent the summer of 1961 at Gries-
bach Barracks and the summer of
1962 at Camp Sarcee near Calgary
as the "Post Master Corporal,"
running the mail room. While with
'C' Company during the fall, winter
and spring I took Regimental Police
and Signals courses. The radios we
had were limited in range. The only
radio I remember was the 19 set,
which was made for the Allies and
the Russian Army in the Second
World War. The ones we used still
had Russian and English on the
dials. These sets had been intended
to be sent to Russia before the end
of the war.

     OFFICER TRAINING

A friend of mine from high school
               encouraged me to go to the Univer-

sity of Manitoba. Both Pat and I went to Winni-
peg, where I was accepted. At U of M I applied for
the Canadian Officers Training Corps and was
accepted. During the fall of 1962 and the spring of
1963 I paraded with COTC at the U ofM. I re-
turned briefly to Edmonton in May 1963, and soon
after took the "Day Liner" to Calgary where I
boarded the "Canadian" and headed for Alliston,
Ontario to start officer training at Camp Borden.
Four months later, I flew back to Edmonton on a
DC 8. (Recently I again flew out of Toronto, and
the newest terminal building was about to replace
the original Terminal One building.)

  While attending Officer's training at Camp
Borden I attended the premier of the movie "The
Great Escape" in Toronto. I met with some of the
surviving members of Stalag Luft 111 (North
Compound). In particular, I met with Wally Floody
who was the engineer on all of the tunnels.

  Paul T. Hellyer and Georges P. Vanier signed my
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commission scroll dated 13 April

 EDDIES TO ENGINEERS

  I rejoined the Eddies in 1969    ^I^BB
and spent time at the Prince of   ^^^^^1

first phase was held in February,   |, ^^^H

winters on record Terrance T.     B^^^^H

Borden to take our courses. The   H^^^^H
second phase was held in July.    I^^^^^B
The day Neil Armstrong landed   Lieutenant
on the moon we were in the      patrol dres
Officers' Mess watching the       1969.
event on a black and white TV.

  My career with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment

Lieutenant Paul Tobolski, wearing
patrol dress, and wife Joyce in
1969.

@^H@ri"m Calgary in July 2002.1 am now a
ibolski, wearing fully certified home inspector,
I wife Joyce in and am the President of CAHPI

                  (AB).
                    My son, Barry, is now a bush

pilot in La Ronge, Saskatchewan, piloting small
ended as a Captain in 1971.1 rejoined the Reservesaircraft that I used to fly on when I was working for
in 1977. Because I have a technical Diploma fromthe RCMP. My married daughter Carrie will be
NAIT, I had the basic qualifications to become anreceiving her PhD in December 2004 from the
officer in the Engineers. As a consequence, I joinedUniversity of Calgary.
8th Field and served as a presentation officer at the- ftftniimn-o
Commonwealth Games in Edmonton in 1978._______ULU COMRADES_______
Among those I escorted to the presentation was
Precious McKenzie, a weightlifter who representedI would like to honour those who have served
New Zealand. Keith Wakefield was my boss on thiswith the Regiment in the past as well as those who
assignment. I had worked with Major Wakefield at
Canadian Chemical (Chemcel). Many NCOs and
Junior Officers worked at Chemcel, Keith's private
army.

  After serving nearly twenty years in the Militia, I
feel I fulfilled an honourable task. I had fun, made a

are serving today. I would especially like to pay
respects to my contemporaries David Haas (Two
Laughs) and lan Edwards (Whitey).

  Pierre La Fontaine, Don Berg, Gordie Palmer,
Wayne Dieb, Pat Armstrong, Don Shaw, Dave
Miller - WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
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This piece has been developed from a longer
reminiscence, Routes I Have Lined, Squares I
Have Bashed.

THIN RED LINES
NOTICING THINGS ON PARADE

           By David Haas

  I suppose civilians watching sol-
diers on a major ceremonial parade
occasionally wonder what the troops

prised. Looking back over a lifelong
involvement w^ith the Canadian
army, I realise that on parades I was
seldom giving much though to what

  So far as mental involvement is
concerned, so long as you are not in    -gj^^^j
a command position, square bashing  ^^^^^H
is like working on an assembly line    ^^^^^H
or steering a combine harvester      ^^^^^H
around a grain field. Soldiers drilling ^^B^^B
have to pay attention to what's       ^^^^^B
coming up; but other than that, they  me uke @
can turn off and let their minds       ^ ^mn

wander, getting through much of the
parade on automatic.

  Such work doesn't stick in the mind. Recently I
was given some photos of myself on a parade in the
fall of 1961.1 have no memory of it at all though it
was a major occasion for the local militia. But the
photos prove I was there, marching along with the
rest of the troops... on automatic.

  Although some ceremonial occasions do retain a
niche in my memory, it was not for anything to do
with the function, as such. Something else about
the occasion lodged in my mind.

The Duke of Edinburgh in
1954, five years later he
was thinning on top.

2 MINE EYES HAVE SEEN
                         THE GLORY

                 In the summer of 1959 the young
               Queen Elizabeth made her first tour
               of Canada as Monarch, accompa-
               nied by her handsome husband the
               Duke of Edinburgh. I had been in
               the young soldier militia only three
               weeks when we were turned out to
               line Edmonton streets for the royal
               motorcade. We were stationed along

               yards apart, standing at ease in front
               of the crowd. Our instructors on the

Edinburgh in summer recruit course had carefully
ars later he explained our limited role - snap to

    "'       attention and salute just before the
              regal limousine came abreast of us,

 then return to standing at ease after the royal party
had driven past.

  The crowd along the route was thick but people
kept behind the line of soldiers. That was just as
well, since we were not armed and had not been
 told what to do if some villain or deranged person
 tried to run onto the street and harm Her Majesty.
 In those days, protection against terrorists or assas-
sins was minimal.

  As we waited for the motorcade to approach I
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kept going over what I had to do, determined not
to bungle a pretty simple drill sequence but one
easily botched by a tense teenager overly impressed
with the importance of his role.

  In the event, swelling with pride as the royal
vehicle came up to me, I timed my stamping to
attention and saluting perfectly. I remember a
moment of youthful disappointment that Her
Majesty did not acknowledge my military precision.
It did not occur to me back then that the Queen's
role was acknowledging the crowd, not the soldiery.
Nor did I know enough to realize that each year she
passed many, many thousands of soldiers who went
through exactly the same sequence as they lined
innumerable routes.

  But the reason this occasion stands out in my
memory was my surprise as the royal car drifted
past. The Queen and the Duke were seated com-
fortably in the back of the limo, a bit lower than
me as I stood along the roadside. The tops of their
heads were plainly visible as they went by. What
caught my attention was that the Queen s husband,
the handsome, blond Duke of Edinburgh, was
noticeably balding.

  I suppose like many people, I had grown up with
a subconscious attitude elevating royalty to a plane
above ordinary, lesser mortals. More than any
arguments on the equality of man, the Duke's
thinning pate assured me that these folk, too, are
merely human.

  The Duke had just turned 38 years old at the
time.

  Two decades later when I was approaching that
age I would have saved some money wasted on
futile baldness remedies had I but recalled the
Duke's gleaming dome and drawn the obvious
conclusion that it someone with his impressive
finances could not arrest balding, my chances were
slim.

BEAT THE DROIVI SLOWLY

  Five months later I stood lining another Edmon-
ton street, for a more solemn occasion. Alberta's
Lieutenant Governor J.J. Bowlen had just died in
office and was being accorded a state funeral. It
being scheduled on a Saturday morning, it was
convenient to station the militia along the route of
the procession.

  The coffin was mounted on a gun carriage towed
by an immaculate "Deuce and a Half," an army 2^-
ton utility truck. In those days my father was in the
regular army and my family lived on the army base,
so I knew^ well enough what those trucks normally
looked like. A squad of soldiers must have spent
the better part of the previous day getting the truck
cleaned up for the funeral. The preparation in-
cluded blackening its wheels with oil or some
suitable compound.

  The troops escorting the coffin were regular
infantry from the PPCLI, moving along in slow
march. This pace is not a fun thing to do for any
great distance; it involves holding the arms straight
down along the sides of the body, which forces the
marcher into an unnatural gait and quickly begins
to strain the lower back.

EDMONTON SOUTHEAST
 If you have a federal concern
 you want to discuss, please
 releplione your constituency

         office at:

    495-2149
         or write:

Suite 300, 8616-51 Ave.
     Edmonton. AB

        TG6E 6E6
  www.david-kilgour.com
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  As the truck towed the gun carriage
and coffin, and the troops marched
alongside, the band played the "Dead
March" from Handel's oratorio "Saul"          .;"
over and over and over again. The     ^@Tl'
monotonous sound reinforced the
solemnity of the occasion, though it
was difficult for the drum section to
compete with the original London     HB^^I
production of "Saul" in 1739, when
Handel borrowed drums used at the
execution of Mary Queen of Scots a
century and a half earlier. It is the
sound of the "Dead March" which has
most stood out in my mind about the   ^ William Hi
parade                             of the sly

  Remembering that slow, deliberate   around the ti
marching pace, and the monotonous
dirge, I was surprised in 1963 when I watched
television coverage of President Kennedy's proces-
sion to Arlington National Cemetery for burial.
The troops marched at quick step, and the band
played ordinary march tunes. It seemed somehow
disrespectful.

  An announcer mentioned during Kennedy's
funeral that the drums had been muffled for the
occasion. However, this just involved loosening the
snares on the side drums to deaden, their lively
rattle. A couple of years later I encountered fully
muffled drums - not just snares loosened, but covers
of black cloth fitted over the drumhead and draping
the drum. This was at the Royal Military College of
Canada in Kingston, Ontario, at a memorial service
for a cadet who had been killed in a car accident.
The sound of fully muffled drums is eerie, some-
thing never to he forgotten when you are used to
the normally snappy staccato of side drums backed
by the sharp boom of the bass.

  But my first military funeral procession, for the
Lieutenant Governor's burial, is also something I

A William Hogarth sketch
of the sly Lord Lovat,
around the time of his trial.

               have never forgotten. It once came
^            unbidden to mind many years later

               when I was at a piping school. We
               were practising "Lord Lovat s La-

it,           ment," a sombre piece composed in
               honour of a Scots lord who was
               beheaded for treason after "coming
               out" on behalf of Bonnie Prince
               Charlie in 1745. Our instructor, the
               eminent Scots piper Seamus Mac-
               Neil, was upset with his class of
               beginners playing the tune too

                 "No, no," Seamus remonstrated.
garth sketch "You're supposed to be piping Lord
 Lord Lovat, Lovat magnificently to his eternal
ne of his trial, rest - not rushing him off to the

               municipal rubbish tip!"
   Alberta's late Lieutenant Governor had not been

 rushed off!

            A MAN WHO LEADS
             A LIFE OF DANGER

  I have mentioned a Queen and a Lieutenant
Governor. I will finish with something involving a
Governor General.

  At the start of my fourth year at the Royal Mili-
tary College I was standing in line as part of an
Honour Guard for Governor General Georges
Vanier. The tough but elegant old Vandoo was
present to officially open a new cadet dormitory. I
was an escort on the Colour Party, carrying the
Queen's and College Colours at the centre of the
Guard of Honour.

  The Colour Party was facing the speaker s lectern
set on the steps of the new dorm. It happened that
the second car in the official procession pulled up
directly in front of me. A naval Aide-de-Camp
bustled out and rushed forward to the first car
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w^here he opened the door for Vanier. But by then I
was watching two tall, well built gentlemen wear-
ing impeccable three-piece suits and sunglasses.
They caught my eye as they debouched swiftly hut
discreetly from the second car after the ADC got
out. Then they moved without seeming haste to
take up flanking positions ten feet on either side of
the lectern. And there they remained throughout
the ceremony - applauding at appropriate mo-
ments, but always scanning the audience, while I
scanned them.                    ^

  The only time I paid attention to the speeches
was during Vanier s short but impassioned words
about Canada. There was no doubt he spoke from
the heart. Until I looked into my college yearbook
for a photo of Vanier at the ceremony I had com-
pletely forgotten that Canada's then Minister of
National Defence, "Tall Paul" Hellyer, was also
present. Hellyer spoke introducing Vanier, but the
Defence Minister's made an obviously transitory
impression on my memory - the flak catchers were
a more interesting study.

  At the time I assumed they were there for the
Governor General. This was during the early days
of FLQ terrorism and perhaps there were fears that
even the revered Vanier could be a target. I don't
recall whether the security team followed along
behind the Governor General when he was in-
specting the Honour Guard. Thinking back,
though, maybe they were there for concern over
Hellyer's safety. His plan to unify Canada's armed
forces was wildly unpopular with some of the
military. The cadets on parade at that R.M.C.
ceremony were carrying semi-automatic rifles, so
possibly we were considered a potential danger.
Such a scenario would have seemed fancifully far-
fetched to me at the time, but the sort of threat
that could be envisaged was illustrated many years
later when fanatics amongst marching troops
gunned down Egyptian president Anwar Sadat

Governor General Georges Vanier inspects the Honour
Guard at the Royal Military College.

during a formal reviews
  At the end of the ceremony Vanier, Hellyer, the

College Commandant, and assorted flunkies went
inside to inspect the new premises. The two body-
guards closed in behind the official party. None of
the cadets 1 spoke to afterwards had noticed the
security team. Quality tailoring pays off every time.

Dwayne Westacott, P.Eng. CIS, ALS
vvevorProfessional Civil Ennwer, Canada Lands Swmor, Alberta Land Sw'vevo

   u                                        0                                                                </                                                      @/

#50,53221 Range Road 223
Ardrossan, Alberta            __        _
T8E2K1                .@-^^@^ ^WG/^

Phone: (780) 922-6545 ^91'^'^^

Fax: (780) 922-1977    |?( J^con @& V^ s]-

Cell: (780) 907-1364    JILTING uMi^^^-p^

                                  '@^   ^"[ __ __ ("?'   ',^   '',            C@^^^            /'
email: wcltd@telusplanet.net   ^^     "-- WS@)
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  The Editor thanks Phyllis Rempk for bring-
ing to his attention the account ofLestock's
successor, and lending the photograph which
accompanies the artick.

Two LADIES AND Two COYOTES
ORIGINAL LESTOCK UNSUCCESSFULLY RE-ENACTED

  Since 1916 the regimental cap badge has dis-
played the face of a coyote, recalling the mascot
acquired by the 49th Battalion as it passed through
Saskatchewan whi\e heading for Britain and the
Western Front in the First World War. The mascot
was named Lestock after the hamlet whence he
came.

  The coyote pup accompanied the troops on their
voyage across the Atlantic, then remained with the
unit for some months as it trained at Folkestone
military camp in southern England.

  While the battalion was in England the wife ot
Commanding Officer William Griesbach met
Lestock. Janet Griesbach had shipped over to
England to be near her husband. Photographs exist
of her playing with Lestock in the regimental tent
lines. Born and raised on the prairies, Mrs. Gries-
bach would have been familiar with the wily deni-
:en of the plains.

  When the battalion was ordered across the Eng-
lish Channel in late 1915 to go to war in earnest, it
was decided to leave the mascot behind. Lestock
was duly deposited in London's Regent's Park Zoo.

  Lestock was gone, hut fondly remembered by the
troops of the 49th. George Brown s winning submis-
sion for a new regimental badge in 1916 incorpo-
rated a frontal depiction of Lestock's head. And
thus it is that today Lestock appears daily as the
central feature in the Regimental insignia.

Janet Griesbach, wife of the 49th Battalion's Com-
manding Officer, with Lestock, in England, 1915. Les-
tock was popular with the troops. His story was told
at the time in an early issue of The Forty niner then re-
counted in the Regimental History, A City Goes To
War.
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  Many years after Lestock had gone to that great
plain in the sky, there was an attempt to re-enact
the regimental mascot.

  In the early 1950s Canada was expanding its

Phyllis Remple, wife of the Officer Commanding the Regiment's company in the
2nd Canadian Infantry Battalion was one of only two people who could handle
Maundy, the 1953 successor to Lestock. Inset: Regular force troops raised by The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment early in the Cold War.

                                                 50

regular army to meet the demands of the Cold War.
Several battalions were raised, each composed of
companies from several militia regiments. There
were eventually two battalions of infantry of the
 line, two Highland battalions, and two Rifles
 battalions. The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was
 represented by a company in each of the two line
 battalions. Bill Remple, who had been a wartime
 officer in the Regiment, commanded the The Loyal
 Edmonton Regiment company in the 2nd Canadian
 Infantry Battalion, which came into being in early
 1952.'

  After the troops left Edmonton for Camp Valcar-
 tier north of Quebec City, Bill arranged to have a
 coyote shipped down from Camp Wainwright as a
 new regimental mascot.

  Unfortunately "Maundy," as the coyote was
 called, did not have the sunny disposition of the
 original coyote mascot. Only two people could
 handle the animal, one of them being Bill's wife
 Phyllis. The animal's new7 role did not last long,

______________ Maundy bit a Cap-

Regiment's company in the remained with the
o people who could handle Guards, finishing his
r force troops raised by The career as a Lieutenant

                             Colonel.
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COLONEL GORDON JOHNSTON ARMSTRONG
          JANUARY 9,1920 - AUGUST 6,2003

                 A Reminiscence by David Haas

  Not the least of Gordon Johnston Armstrong's
military contributions to Canada was his willing-
ness to serve in the postwar Militia, one of the
soldiers who provided a continuity with the experi-
ence of Canada's wartime army.

  A Commanding Officer, and a war veteran at
that, is pretty distanced from a raw recruit to the
Militia who had just finished Junior High School.
Colonel Armstrong (I still have difficulty thinking
of him in any other terms) was the sort of man who
could bridge the gap. I first encountered him in the
summer of 1959, his second year commanding The
Lo}'al Edmonton Regiment. I had just joined the
Young Soldier Summer Training Plan, and found
myself wearing the insignia of his unit, to which
the recruiting office had somehow assigned me. He
was putting in a couple of weeks from his vacation
time supervising the course. That fall when I
decided to continue with the Militia, he was there
to give a welcoming speech at our first Saturday
parade.

  During the year it was known that on Saturdays
the Commanding Officer would give a ride in to
one of our fellow privates who lived near him.
Morning parade was held up until the young soldier
fell in, an indication that the CO had now arrived.
This helpfulness to a lowly private was part of the
easy but authoritative manner which characterised Colonel Gordon Johnston Armstrong
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Colonel Armstrong.
  I got to know him a bit better early in 1960. The

student militia company ran a monthly competi-
tion for the best section, the winners being treated
by the Commanding Officer to dinner in the
Officers' Mess. The private dining room in the
mess with multi-course table settings was a rarefied
atmosphere for a young High School student.
Colonel Armstrong was an affable host. I remem-
ber him chatting about the Regiment s time in
Italy. He had been the Transport Officer, and
genially described the problem the unit had getting
rid of all the excess vehicles the troops had 'ac-
quired' during the campaign They spent the better
part of the day driving around the port town ditch-
ing jeeps and trucks before they could load the
unit's prescribed amount of transport onto the boat
to sail from Italy.

  In the spring of 1961 I was in the Regimental
Police section, and out at Camp Harris directing
traffic for parking at the annual unit picnic. A car
came along, heading the wrong way. I signalled it
to turn. The driver kept approaching, his hand
pointing forward to point in the direction he
intended to take. It was Colonel Armstrong. I
snapped to attention and saluted; he drove past
with an amiable wave. Apart entirely from his
being the CO and entitled to park where he
wanted, I took no offence from the firm but genial
style in w^hich he had overruled me.

  The picnic was the last time I saw Colonel Arm-
strong for nearly a decade and a half, until I re-
turned to Edmonton and began attending Regi-
mental functions. My only working contact with
him came once when I handled a case before the

Law Enforcement Review Board. He was the
Board s secretary. Still helpful, he graciously assisted
me through some of the unfamiliar procedures
involved.

  In his last years declining health gradually robbed
Gordon of awareness of his surroundings, a cruel
end, and something painful to see for those of us
who remembered him in his prime.

  He was a fine soldier, and a fine man.

       Visit our WebPage at

www.BOREAL.net
       Write PO Box 76090

   Edmonton, AB T6H 5Y7

 Resource Centre & Classroom
         9842@60 Avenue

     Boreal Wilderness Institute
       Wilderness Navigation & Survival Specialists

           GPS Courses & Wilderness Treks
            Custom Courses & Group Rates

        What if you had to Survive?
          Wilderness Survival

         Modern Wilderness Survival seminars
            and courses taught year round

       Can you really use your GPS?
          Introduction to GPS
           Learn to harness GPS Technology

     Want to really learn to navigate?
         Wilderness Navigation

        Map, Compass, Airphoto and Routefinding

 To register call: (780) 914-4410
     E-mail us at wilderness@boreal.net

. "A Proud member of the Regimental Family"
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  Please send items for Last Post to the
Editor. The more detail supplied, the more
information can appear.

LAST POST

CORDON JOHNSTON ARMSTRONO
  Deceased August 6, 2003, aged 83 years. Served

as a young officer with the Regiment during the
Second World War, then continued in the postwar
Militia in which after commanding the Regiment
he was promoted Colonel as Commander of 23
Militia Group. Later he served as Honourary Lieu-
tenant Colonel of the Regiment. In later years he
was a supporter of the Regimental Museum. The
Editor s reminiscence of Colonel Armstrong ap-
pears elsewhere in this issue.

   EDWARD BEAUCHAiViP BRAPISH
  Deceased October 29, 2003, aged 87 years.

Served with the Regiment during the Second
World War, including as unit Intelligence Officer
during the Italian campaign. Some photographs he
obtained from German prisoners became a unique
feature in the Regimental Museum's Battle of
Ortona display. Ed met his wife Jane during the
Regiment's time in Holland at the end of the war.
While living in Squamish he fulfilled a long time
dream of learning to play the bagpipes.

      THOMAS SHIERLAW BURRY
  Deceased December 12, 2003, aged 100 years.

Shierlaw served as an armourer with the Regiment
during the Second World War, including at the
Battle of Ortona. He was a top rifle marksman,
receiving the Governor General's award for shoot-
ing in 1958. Comrades from the Regiment attended
a Hundred Years birthday party for him earlier in
the year, then sadly reassembled 10 months later to
mark his passing.

ROLAND LOUIS "ROLLIE"
     CASTAGNER

  Deceased July 20, 2003, aged 84 years. Rollie
served in the 19th Alberta Dragoon^ in the Militia
before the Second World War, then served during
that conflict first with The Edmonton Fusiliers and
finally in the Regiment. Rollie's collection of
everyday objects from wartime soldiering, including
a postcard of Ortona as seen from the sea obtained
by him as a souvenir during a short break from the
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fighting, is cherished at the RegimentalMuseum.
His support for the Museum included supplying
useful information on the 19th Alberta Dragoons
incorporated into the Horse Warriors exhibit.

JACK DELORIVIE

DOROTHY ROWLAn

  Deceased in July 2003, aged 87 years. Jack was a
veteran of the Italian campaign with the Regiment.
He loyally attended B.C. Branch meetings, crossing
to Vancouver Island from the mainland to do so
even after being confined to a wheelchair.

  Deceased in 2002 in Surrey, B.C. Dorothy was a
member of the B.C. Branch and attended its "meet-
ings until health problems made it impossible for
her to continue.

            EARL ROY SPARKS
  Deceased April 19, 2002, at Ponoka, Alberta,

aged 79 years. Earl served overseas with the Regi-
ment during the war, and was seriously wounded in
Italy.

 DONALD WESLEY "JiiVT HARRiSON
  Deceased July 4, 2003, aged 74 years. Jim served

in the postwar Militia with the Regiment and
retired with the rank of Major.

        RONALD GEORGE LEBAS
  Deceased September 19, 2003, aged 83 years.

Ronald served overseas with the Regiment during
the war from Italy on into Holland.

            A.O. IVIAODONALO

_____FRED STEPCHUK
  Deceased in May 2003. Fred was a long time

member of the B.C. Branch and a veteran of the
Regiment.

      JEAN DONALD WAKEFIELD

Of Vancouver, date of death unknown.

  Deceased May 26, 2003, in Edmonoton, Alberta,
aged 92 years. Jean served in the Canadian
Women's Army Corps in World War Two, attain-
ing the rank of Captain. She was predeceased by
her husband Major Keith Frank Wakefield, whom
she met while she was stationed in Washington,
D.C. heading the CWAC detachment there and
Keith was there with the Australian Army.
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  The Editor apologizes that there are no photos
with this report. Photos were taken, but unfor-
tunately were subsequently lost.

EDMONTON BRANCH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & DINNER
THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

  Held 25 October 2003 at the Warrant Officers' and
Sergeants Mess, Brigadier James Curry Jefferson
Armoury, in Edmonton

  1. Attendance The Attendance Sheet was circu-
lated.

  2. Call to Order The President called the meet-
ing to order at 1518 hours.

  3. Silence There was a Minute of Silence to
remember fallen comrades.

  4. Minutes of Previous Meeting The minutes of
the last Annual General Meeting were read by the
Secretary. There were no errors or omissions noted.

               OLD BUSINESS

  5. Bursaries The applications are out. In two
weeks we will get the applications in. No bursaries
will be handed out this evening.

  6. Financial Report Rob Clarke, our new Treas-
urer, gave his first report. Copies were circulated.
We are in good shape.Rob Clarke moved and
Gordie Legarie seconded that the report be ac-
cepted as circulated. The motion carried.

  7. Commanding Officer's Report Lieutenant
Colonel Bury reported the Regiment had a tremen-
dous year. A reserve company, mostly Loyal Eddies,
rotated through Bosnia as a unit. We participated
in operations in Afghanistan and the Golan
Heights. Our Regiment is viable, sustainable, and
doing very well. The Change of Command Parade

went very7 well. Our unit was tasked to serve in
British Columbia to fight forest fires. We can
parade a full rifle company (A Company) and our
band is manned to a healthy state. We have a
recruiting plan for the future and our Senior NCO
ranks are growing in number. We are trying to
make parades as interesting as possible to encourage
soldiers to stay. We have a bright future ahead as a
leader in the Reserve Force.

  8. The Fortyniner David Haas said that the
quality of the magazine improved this year mostly
because of the good photos that came with the
articles. He wants contributors to put names on all
photos sent in. The well is running dry so submit
articles and photos that go with the articles. The
next issue will focus on the Battle of Ortona.

  9. Museum Report Lee Ahlstrom reported by
first thanking the volunteers who help with the
Museum and the fundraisers. Please contact the
museum at 421-9943 to volunteer to help with the
fundraiser bingos. Be sure to get tickets to the
Ortona Display opening on November 8, 2003.
Guests will be fed spaghetti, cheap red wine, and
will have entertainment by The Nightingales. We
will also enjoy a visit by The Honourable Anne
McClellan. Donations are welcome. Keep the
Museum in mind when you make out your wills for
donations of artefacts, money, or both. Lee also
asked if we could donate a uniform to the new
museum in the town of Ortona in Italy; we have
received a letter from Ortona making this request.
Be sure to bring your own canteen cup and mess
tins to the event on November 8.

  10. Membership Report Our membership has
remained close to last year.
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  11. Camp Harris Glenn Jones reported that the
facility makes just about enough money to pay the
bills. He gave us an idea of what money came in
and the expenses for the year. Vince Westacott
asked if there was anything out there worth insur-
ing. Glenn said that liability insurance is needed,
but nobody knows the value of the property yet.

               NEW BUSINESS

  12. British Columbia Branch Bruce Zawalsky
and David Haas attended the annual meeting of
the B.C. Branch earlier in the month. Bruce re-
ported that it was a very good meeting but numbers
are shrinking.

  13. Casino Our last casino brought in $75,000. It
is a lot of money brought in for two days work.
Well done everyone who helped. Our next casino
will be in the 4th quarter of 2004 or the 1st quarter
of 2005.

  14. Band Request Don Ellett moved that the
Association help the Regimental Band by donating
$1875 to get the rest of the emblazonment of the
Regimental Battle Honours done on the drums.
Seconded by Lee Ahlstrom. Amendment moved by
Bruce Zawaksky that the Association pay the
amount of $1875 then ask the Regimental Council
to pay us back as much as they can. Seconded by
Warren Hall. The amended motion was carried.

  15. Camp Harris Control Moved by Rob Clarke
that we petition the Commanding Officer to give
control of the day to day functions of Camp Harris
to the Association while leaving the financial audit
in the hands of the Camp Harris Committee.
Seconded by Brendan Yuill. The motion was
defeated.

  16. Elections Maurice White moved that we re-
elect last year's executive. Nominations for four
general members were called for. None were
brought forward. Lee Ahlstrom seconded the
motion. Carried.

  17. Adjournment The meeting adjourned at
1652 hours.

  Respectfully submitted,

  Lem Mundorf, Secretary

  The Annual Dinner followed in the evening- at the
Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess at the Brigadier
James Curry Jefferson Armoury.

8UPPIY SERGEANT
||ar  >iii nun ins@n vi WITH i.i>.
B^^             (SOME lixciir'rioNS API'LY)

   - Military Books & Videos
   - Backpacks, Dufflebags & Pouches
   - Camouflage Clothing
   - Military Boots
   - Military Insignia, Cap Badges & Pins
   - Tactical Knives
   - Swords & Daggers
   - Dog Tags (Canadian & U.S. Style)
   - Nylon Parachute Covers
   - Law Enforcement & EMT Accessories
   - Gortex Clothing & Stealth Suits
   - Sleeping Bags
   - SnugPak Gear

             and much much more...

          #2(S@6, B1M12 - 170 STKEET NW
            EDMONTON AB T5T4J2

     ENTHANCI! 9, NIiAK THE PALACE CASINO
             WEST liDMONTON MALL

 PH:(7@0)444-1540 FAX:(7@0)48(@-3422
              e-niail;spplsgt@conipusmart.ab.ca
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B.C. BRANCH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & LUNCHEON
 THE 49TH BATTALION, THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT ASSOCIATION

  The Luncheon and Annual General Meeting were held in the Barkley Steak and Seafood Restaurant at
the Executive House Hotel in Victoria on Wednesday, 22 October, 2003, with the following members and
guests in attendance:

  Following the piping in of the head table to "Bonnie Dundee" by Piper Alan Mitchell, President Doug
Rogers welcomed everyone with the following greeting:
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        Following the Act of Commemoration, the Honourary Padre read the following names:
                               Jack Delorne, Dorothy Rowlatt, Fred Stepchuk.

                       After a moment's silence, Piper Mitchell piped the Lament.

The Honourary Padre then said Grace.

After the luncheon, President Doug Rogers proposed the Toast to the Queen.

The President's Message followed a short break:

    On the 6th of June, 1944, thousands of Canadian soldiers stormed ashore at Juno beach in Normandy as part of the
D-Day operations. This year, approximately 2000 Canadian veterans attended the official opening of the Juno Beach
Centre in France. It was no doubt an emotional event for these veterans who had been there so long ago. Even though
their ranks have thinned and their steps slowed by the passage of time, their spirits have obviously remained high if
their response to the arrival of the
Canadian flag, which was para-           _______________________________________
chuted by a member of the              '^^^^^^^^">^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^""1
Canadian Skyhawks team, was              F ) C ) H F ) 1 \ F ) H fflf- M 'J F ]  f V / | \ i F1 \ T f
any guide. Certainly their singing             'J  / J 'J H   / J ^      j J       /I   j^
of OCanada when the flag was            J J \ "J J-AJ \ -J /^ JL.\ _l 7 J J J "J J J

     i    i i .    . i     i                      ^   " " ^^ -I @ ^ -^ @A ^^ /      ^^ @hJ ^J -^r J @I J i _^J J J
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   This past year, we lost two more members of the Association and, in 2002, lady member Dorothy Rowlatt passed
away in Surrey. Dororhv arrended our meetings until health problems made it impossible to continue. Fred Stepchuk
was a long time member and veteran of the regiment who died in may. Jack Delorme died in July at the age of 87. This
 airemoon, I'd like to make special mention of Jack. Jack was a veteran of the Italian campaign and, at the end of the
war, returned to Alberta- Jack and Dorothy were married in 1949 and raised a family of five. Jack had a varied career
initially working on the oil rigs until he had a serious accident. Following this, he and his wife operated a store for
some time, then sold it and bought a gas station/coffee shop which was open 24 hours a day. One night, Jack was held
up by armed robbers and beaten unconscious, suffering severe headaches for many years. As his health deteriorated his
doctor recommended he move to a warmer climate. They saw the light and moved to Port Coquitlam where Jack was
employed at Valley View Hospital for 22 years.

  Jack was a loyal attender of the annual meetings and continued to do so, even after he was confined to a wheel-
chair, coming across on the ferry from the mainland. There aren't many who would make the effort to do that. He was
a quiet, gentle man 'and I always enjoyed our conversations. I remember the last time saying to him as he was leaving
'I'll see you next year.' He looked up at me and smiled and said 'If God's willing.'

  I will now ask that the Annual General Meeting Minutes for 2002 be adopted as circulated in the 2002 edition of
The Fortyniner magazine.

This was carried unanimously.

24/7 Coverage
Communications Centre
National Monitoring Centre
Remote Video Verification
Asset Tracking

@ Uniformed
@ Non-Uniformed
@ Alarm Response
@ Mobile Patrols

First Aid Trained
CPR Trained
WHMIS Trained
Established 1939

@ ISO 9001
 Certified

@ Former Military &
  RCMP Personnel

                  www.commissionaires.ab.ca
         451-1974 @ 10633 - 124 Street, Edmonton, AB

^Q^tcCecC <M^ ^n@ete, ^ei^ecC 9^ ^?taeUU<m, 'DeeUc^zteeC @9- Sendee
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           Interrupted for a photograph during a pre-dinner drink are, left S@ rigtrt, B.C.
           Secretary-Treasurer Doug Bums,            MC^             aBid B.C.
           Honourary Padre Kent

Doug Bums then gave the Secretary-Treasurer's report:

  As at October 22, 2003, we have 43 regular and life members and 22 lady members. Our HSBC community service
account has a balance of $2,583.87. Our accounts payable total $284.02 so our members' equity is $2.299.85.

The Secretary-Treasurer then moved acceptance of this report, seconded by Kent Rogers. Carried.

The President called upon Alon Johnson to give the Toast to the Regiment. Alon's Toast follows:

  Mr. President, Ladies, Comrades in Arms and Guests.
  This is an important anniversary: The Battle of Ortona, which took place in December, sixty years ago. Prior to that,

on this very date the 22nd of October, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment was preparing to attack Colle d'Anchise at 0400
hours on the 23rd of October. It was a difficult battle fought in fog with many foul-ups, but victorious in the end,
freeing the town of Baranello which would be our area to rest and re-equip after a relatively rapid advance over difficult
terrain from our landing point, Reggio Di Calabria on the toe of the Italian Peninsula.

   Having landed in Sicily in July and having fought a number of battles there, we thought ourselves veterans who know-
how the Germans conducted themselves as we hammered them with our artillery, infiltrated their positions with our
patrols and company-scale attacks, always forcing or hastening their withdrawals.

   As we rested and re-equipped at Baranello we learned of a new Eighth Army offensive near the Adriatic coast on the
 Sangro River. Soon we were on the move, little knowing what was in store for us: not the Sangro, already crossed by
 the British Seventy Eighth Division, but another parallel river a few miles beyond, called the Moro, and its 'Vino Ridge,'
 'The Gully'and a seaside port called Ortona.

   On December 6, 1943 we along with other units of the First Canadian Division, began our lessons on the Moro, and
 would not graduate until December 27 amid the ruins of Ortona, having sustained enormous casualties and having
 mauled the German 90th Panzer Grenadiers to military ineffectiveness only to have them replaced on December 20 by
 the elite and very professional First German Parachute Division who mauled us severely, but who withdrew on the night
 of December 26-27. So skillfully did they withdraw that their absence was not noted until a dawn patrol found them

 gone. The battle for Ortona was over.
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  President Rogers again welcomed the President of the Edmonton Branch, Bruce Zawalsky, and invited
him to bring us up to date on their activities. Bmce's remarks follow:

FOR THOSE WHO PROUDLY SERVED

EDMONTQNJHOUSE
      SUITE HOTEL

      EDMONTON, ALRERTA

Edmonton's premier all-suite hotel

 Enjoy the comforts of home
   from only ^9 per night.
   Plus applicable taxes, subject to availability,

        quote DND upon reservations

Indoor swimming pool & games room
Fitness centre/massage therapy
Rutherford's restaurant
Meeting & function facilities
Airport shuttle

gB@  PYRAMID LAKE
f      RESORT
ySj            JASPER ALBERTA

Ir    In the heart of the Canadian Rockies

    Enjoy the serenity of Jasper's natural
  alpine landscape and receive 30% off
   Pyramid Lake Resort's seasonal rates.

              Quote GOV1 upon reservations

' Outdoor 10-person hot tub
' Fitness centre/steam room
' Meeting & function facilities
@ The Pines at Pyramid Lake Resort restaurant
' Gift shop
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     That's part of Canada's extensive involvement in peacekeeping, something that has been going on for a long time.
   We also got to see a bit more of Canada, I was one of a number of soldiers from the unit who went to the interior of
   British Columbia to fight the forest fires. It's not the best way to see this beautiful province! As for our branch of the
   Association, our numbers remain stable, and we continue to try to interest former members from the postwar militia.
   Thank you.

   President Doug Rogers then called upon David Haas to give a report on The Forfvnmer magazine and
the Regimental Museum.

     The past issue was my fifth as editor of The Fortyniner. I again apologise for the ongoing problem of getting it out on
   time. The magazine continues to be produced by me at the Museum, then turned over to the Edmonton Sun for final
   layout and arranging printing. The Sun views their participation as part of their commitment to community involve-
   ment. We had a better year getting in advertising, the result of efforts by veteran Bill Teleske and Master Corporal
   Vince Moroz of the unit. My main concern, apart from trying to get the issues back to coining out at the start of the
   calendar year, is getting articles in- It is looking very much as though those who fought through the Second World War
   feel they have said all they have to say, the well of their recollections is running dry. I encourage any veterans to
   contribute - what you have to say is more interesting than windy stories of the postwar militia, much as I loved
   participating in it.

     The Museum continues to be strong. We are about to open our Battle of Ortona exhibit, which will be a special
   display which will remain up for a year. This time we have an opening celebration, inviting guests for a modest charge
   to partake of a formal ceremony with entertainment before and afterwards, and also a 'battle spaghetti' dinner. It looks
   as though we will be having a reasonable turnout of veterans. Two of them, Bill Teleske and Mel McPhee, have been
   very helpful in some of the preparation needed for the displays. I also consulted Afon Johnson to clarify some of the
   points for my writeups on the fighting.

     We have now been working bingos for about a year. These are bringing in over $1,000 a month, on average, and this
   is very important to us. We are also getting ready to work our first casino next spring, which will bring in probably
   $75,000. This excellent revenue does not relieve us of the need for donations. Gaming funds have to be spent on
   approved purposes, and not everything we do is covered.

     Once again this year we will be open for Remembrance Day. It struck me as odd when I took over as curator that we
  had never done this. Although we don't wish to compete with the formal ceremonies, it seemed to me that a military
  museum would be a good place to underscore the reality of what Remembrance Day was about. I think some parents
   much agree with us, for it is gratifying to see how many bring their children and use our galleries to explain about the
  wars. We do not carry out any formal observance other than the silence at 11:00 a.m.

    Paul Tomelin asked to be recognized and reported on a recent visit to our Honourary President, Colo-
nel Jim Stone. He also read a copy of his "A Veteran's Prayer"

  There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 15:00 hours with the piping of "Bonnie
Dundee."

  Respectfully submitted,


